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ABSTRACT 
Resonant power converters are switched RLC c i r c u i t s where 
the switching action creates o s c i l l a t o r y current and voltage 
waveforms at the resonant frequency of the c i r c u i t . There are 
two basic types of resonant converters: the series type and 
the p a r a l l e l type. In the series resonant converter the output 
i s connected i n series with the resonating elements which are 
comprised of the resonant inductor and capacitor. In the 
p a r a l l e l resonant converter, the voltage across the capacitor 
i s sensed and coupled to the output port. 
The output parameter (voltage i n the series resonant 
converters or current i n the p a r a l l e l resonant converters) and 
the switching frequency characterize the operation of resonant 
converters. An accurate analysis of series and p a r a l l e l 
resonant converters i s given i n terms of these parameters. In 
t h i s t h e sis, resonant converters with lumped losses are 
analyzed. State-plane p o r t r a i t s are generated from the 
solutions of c i r c u i t equations of these second order system, 
whereby the steady state, system dynamics, and the peak 
stresses are determined. Equation for the switching boundary 
i s given under the l o s s l e s s assumption. Control strategies for 
the resonant converters are discussed and a novel method of 
control, optimal control, i s proposed i n c o n t r o l l i n g the 
p a r a l l e l resonant converters. Typical c i r c u i t s are simulated 
by using SPICE2 and Interactive C i r c u i t Design Program (ICD). 
A p a r a l l e l resonant converter was b u i l t . 
Li 
The simulation and the experimental r e s u l t s v e r i f y the 
a n a l y t i c a l r e s u l t s . 
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TITLE:RESONANT POWER PROCESSORS 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Why Resonant Converters 
1.1.1 Switch Mode Power Supply *• 
Work i n the area of switching power supplies has been 
pursued by the need of small volume, lower cost, and higher 
e f f i c i e n c y power supplies to be compatible with the shrinking 
s i z e of a l l equipments. Although the concept of switch mode 
power converter i s not new, the a v a i l a b i l i t y of high-voltage 
high-frequency switching devices and low loss magnetic 
materials has made t h e i r complete implementation more r e l i a b l e 
and p r a c t i c a l . The differences between the l i n e a r and switch 
mode regulators l i e i n t h e i r size, weight, response time and 
most of a l l , e f f i c i e n c y . However, switch mode regulator has 
two major disadvantages: (1) the d i f f i c u l t y i n analyzing i t s 
nonlinear c i r c u i t and (2) the noise generated at the instant of 
switching. 
There are three basic configurations f o r the switch mode 
power converter. These are the buck converter, the boost 
converter, and the buck-boost converter. In these converters, 
only one switch i s used. There i s no i s o l a t i o n from the output 
c i r c u i t s . 
One of the most recent and popular converters i s the Cuk 
converter [2] which i s sometimes known as the optimum topology 
converter. I t reduces the input and output current r i p p l e and 
minimizes the number of switches and energy storage components. 
Many of the other popular topologies generated are 
buck-derived-type converters: the push p u l l , the bridge, the 
ha l f bridge converters. The state-space averaging technique 
developed by Middlebrook [1] provides a basis for the analysis 
of switch mode power converters. This method succeeded i n 
transforming a nonlinear c i r c u i t model to an averaged l i n e a r 
model that allows the l i n e a r c i r c u i t analysis techniques for 
analysis and performance prediction. 
1.1.2 Resonant Converters 
As a PWM switch mode converter, resonant converters have 
the advantages of high power e f f i c i e n c y and natural commutation 
of t h e i r switches. Resonant converters have been used i n 
industry and aerospace applications i n recent years owing to 
t h e i r d i s t i n c t advantages over conventional l i n e a r regulators 
and switch mode converters. They have some unique a b i l i t i e s 
that t h e i r switch mode counterparts do not, including: 
1. High frequency operation i s possible thus reducing the 
siz e of magnetic components. At high operating frequencies, 
the leakage inductance of the converter transformer becomes 
s i g n i f i c a n t to the operation of most switch mode converters. 
Usually, the energy stored i n the leakage inductance must be 
dissip a t e d at the switch turn-off time to protect the switch 
network. In the resonant converters, the leakage inductance 
appears i n series with the desired tank inductance and i s 
therefore not a factor i n the switching losses. 
2. Zero-current-switching configuration r e s u l t s i n much 
less stress on the switching elements. Each of the current 
pulses produced by the conduction of the switching devices i s 
terminated as the current through the switching devices becomes 
zero. 
3. Because of the sinusoidal waveshapes of the resonant 
current (or capacitor voltage), the resonant converters also 
o f f e r lower electromagnetic interference (EMI) and lower 
capacitive coupling between the input and output. The EMI and 
high capacitive coupling between input and output can be 
reduced as a consequence of low interwinding capacitance of the 
optimal design of the transformer. 
4. Due to the lack of dv/dt suppression of sinusoidal 
waveforms i n the resonant c i r c u i t , the e f f i c i e n c y could be 
increased. Also, momentary turn-on of the p a r a s i t i c 
bipolar-junction t r a n s i s t o r i n the MOSFET does not occur. 
However, the comparison between switch mode PWM converters 
and resonant converters should be made by interpreting a l l 
factors c a r e f u l l y . No single c i r c u i t topology i s e l e c t r i c a l l y 
i d e a l f o r a l l applications, i t i s the p a r t i c u l a r application 
with i t s i n d i v i d u a l requirements that determines which c i r c u i t 
w i l l be the best to use. 
Interest i n modeling and analysis of resonant converters 
has kept pace with the technological developments i n t h i s area. 
Models to represent the resonant converters under steady-state 
operations have been developed and analyzed. However, the 
system dynamics have ra r e l y been discussed by the lack of 
proper a n a l y t i c a l t o o l s . A straightforward analysis of series 
resonant converter i l l u s t r a t e d i n [3] has considered the 
operation of series resonant converter (SRC) i n terms of diode 
conduction angle i n continuous current mode. However, the 
soluti o n of nonlinear equations has not been discussed 
s a t i s f a c t o r i l y i n t h i s paper. A powerful technique using state 
plane analysis to study both steady-state and transient 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s has been recently developed by Oruganti and Lee 
[4]/ [5]• A composite state p o r t r a i t constructed completely 
characterizes the resonant converters and provides insight into 
the complex behavior of the converters. 
1.2 Scope Of This Thesis 
This thesis i s focused on the work of state-plane analysis 
f o r both SRCs and PRCs. For completeness, t h i s thesis includes 
more d e t a i l s of derivations of equations that have not been 
discussed i n the previous l i t e r a t u r e . In additions, the 
following are the major contributions of t h i s investigation: 
j. The t h e o r e t i c a l analyses here extends the r e s u l t s to the 
case with c i r c u i t losses. The c i r c u i t equations which show the 
nonlinear behavior of the system are solved by computer 
programs and the res u l t s generate the state-plane analysis of 
resonant converters. These are compared with those of ideal 
l o s s l e s s c i r c u i t on the state plane. State p o r t r a i t s on the 
state plane completely characterize the resonant converters and 
are useful f o r design. 
II.A three-dimensional state trajectory i s constructed which 
e x p l i c i t l y shows the elapsed time between switching points. 
Also, the conduction periods for the devices are e a s i l y 
i d e n t i f i e d . 
TIT.A simple equation which determines the needed switching 
point under the steady-state operation of resonant converters 
i s given, and i t i s proved as an equation for a hyperbola on 
the state plane. This i s a new r e s u l t . 
Tl/. Control strategies for resonant converters are 
i l l u s t r a t e d . A novel optimum control method i s explored which 
keeps the transient behavior between two switching frequencies 
to a minimum. Also, the system i s shown to reach a new 
steady-state i n a minimum time. 
I/. The c i r c u i t s are simulated by using both SPICE2 and 
Interactive C i r c u i t Design (ICD) programs. ICD program i s a 
general purpose c i r c u i t analysis and design program implemented 
under the APL system. The use and features of the program are 
described i n [12]. The inductor current and capacitor voltage 
of the resonant converters are chosen as the two states which 
are the two outputs of the simulations. 
I/I. A p a r a l l e l resonant converter was designed, b u i l t and 
tested. The c i r c u i t was also simulated. The simulation 
r e s u l t s and the t e s t s r e s u l t s are found to be i n excellent 
agreement. 
CHAPTER II 
SERIES RESONANT CONVERTER 
3.1 BASIC SCHEMATIC AND THEORY OF OPERATION 
The h a l f bridge series resonant converter i s shown i n 
Fig.2.1(a). Assume that the components are ideal and the time 
constant of the output i s much greater than the period of the 
o s c i l l a t i o n of the resonant c i r c u i t . The p a r a l l e l combination 
of the switching devices and diodes forms b i d i r e c t i o n a l 
switches SI and S2 as shown i n the equivalent ideal c i r c u i t i n 
Fig.2.1(b), which operate at f i f t y percent duty r a t i o for a 
duration T s, where T s i s defined as half the switching period. 
The switching frequency i s given by f3=1/213. 
In Fig.2.1(a), while Ql i s turned on and Q2 o f f , diode D2 
i s reverse biased. The DC source together with inductor and 
capacitor induces a resonant current iR(t) i n the d i r e c t i o n 
according to Fig.2.1(b). Capacitor C charges to a peak value, 
iR (t) goes to zero and reverses through Dl. I f Q2 i s turned on 
before t h i s reversed current i s terminated, continuous 
conduction mode operation (CCM) occurs, The inductor current 
and capacitor voltage waveforms for CCM are shown i n Fig.2.2. 
The current iR(t) goes to zero and then swings to the p o s i t i v e 
d i r e c t i o n through D2. The pattern repeats. 
2VE 
Fig.2.1(a) A h a l f bridge series resonant converter. 
Fig.2.1(b) The i d e a l equivalent c i r c u i t . 
I 1 1 ' 1 I 
• 10 II SO SI SO SI 
Fig.2.2(a) Inductor current waveform of the series resonant 
converter under the continuous conduction mode 
of operation and i n the range 0.5<f s/f 0 <1.0. 
I t i s important to note that two types of discontinuous 
conduction mode (DCM) may occur. When the switching frequency 
operating i n the range 0.5<f s/f o<l, The converter may enter DCM 
depending on the value of the load R . The waveform of resonant 
current i n t h i s case i s shown i n Fig.2.3, where i t can be seen 
that only Ql or Q2 conducts for each of the half period. The 
discontinuous currents occur because the output bridge becomes 
reverse biased immediately aft e r Ql conducts. This type of DCM 
should be avoided by proper selection of the load R l / and w i l l 
not be discussed here. 
The other type of DCM may occur i n the range f s/f o<0.5. 
As can be seen from the inductor current waveform i n Fig.2.4, 
there i s an i n t e r v a l for the discontinuous conduction of the 
switches (t2-t2)• The inductor current waveforms at di f f e r e n t 
switching frequency under t h i s type of DCM are sim i l a r i n shape 
and d i f f e r only i n duration when a l l devices are o f f . This 
duration i s reduced to zero at the boundary between DCM and CCM 
operation where f s/f o=0.5. 
I t i s also possible to operate the converter above 
resonance, f s / f Q > l . Natural turn-off of the switching devices 
under t h i s condition does not happen. The DCM operation cannot 
occur ei t h e r . The inductor current i R ( t ) operating i n the 
range f s / f c > l i s shown i n Fig.2.5, where i t can be seen that 
the device sequence of conduction i n the whole switching period 
i s D1-Q1-D2-Q2-D1. The diodes are self-commutated and the 
switching devices are force commutated. 
A 
/ Ql \ 
G • 
Fig.2.3 Inductor current waveform of series resonant converter 
under the discontinuous conduction mode of operation and 
i n the range 0.5 < f s / f 0 <1.0. 
Fig.2.4 Inductor current waveform of series resonant converter 
under the discontinuous conduction mode of operation and 
i n the range f s / f o < 0 . 5 -1H 

In the CCM operation, the current i R ( t ) never ceases to 
flow. There are two d i f f e r e n t types of CCM operation depending 
on whether Dl (D2) or Ql (Q2) conducts f i r s t for each half 
cycle. Fig.2.2 shows Ql conducting f i r s t , followed by Dl, 
while Dl i s conducting Q2 i s switched on which i s the s t a r t i n g 
of the other h a l f period. This type of CCM i s c a l l e d •+ type 1 
CCM. The p o s i t i v e sign refers to the fact that i R ( t ) and 
(v c(t)+V Q) have the same sign when Ql or Q2 i s turned on. In 
t h i s case, a simple inequality 0.5<f s/f o<l must be s a t i s f i e d , 
which shows the frequency i n t e r v a l where + type CCM can occur. 
Fig.2.5 shows Dl conducting f i r s t , followed by Ql, t h i s type of 
CCM i s c a l l e d '- type' CCM where the negative sign r e f e r to the 
fact that iR(t) and (v c(t)+V Q) have opposite signs when Ql or 
Q2 i s turned on. The following inequality must be s a t i s f i e d : 
fs/fo>1.0. There i s a more general case which Dl (D2) and Ql 
(Q2) conducting alternately for n f u l l h a l f cycles discussed i n 
[6]. 
2.2 SRC CIRCUIT ANALYSIS 
2.2-1 ANALYSIS OF-SRC IN THE CCM 
As discussed above, there are two d i f f e r e n t types of CCM 
depending on whether Dl (D2) or Ql (Q2) conducts f i r s t for each 
h a l f cycle. Both the + type CCM and - type of CCM operations 
are discussed as follows. 
2. 2.1.1+ type CCM: 0. 5<f s / f 0 <1. 0 
The capacitor voltage and resonant current waveforms i n 
the CCM are shown i n Fig.2.2(a) and (b). Assume that the 
output f i l t e r C 0 i s much larger than the resonant capacitor C 
so that the output can be represented by a voltage source V D. 
The equivalent c i r c u i t s are shown i n Fig.2.6(a) and (b) , which 
are the two switched networks of SRC during half period T s with 
conducting i n t e r v a l Ql(0<t<T a) and Dl(T a<t<T s) respectively. 
In deriving the c i r c u i t equations, the following 
d e f i n i t i o n s are employed: co0 = -J 1/LC the natural resonant 
( ~ 2 
frequency, a =R/2L the damping c o e f f i c i e n t , and co =\| &ic- - a 
the damped angular frequency. 
Using Laplace transforms, the equations ip (t) and v c ( t ) i n 
the i n t e r v a l of 0<t<Ts i n Fig.2.6(a) are given by 
V E/s=(R+sL+l/sC)I R (s)+V c/s-Li 0+Vco/s (2.1) 
where io i s the i n i t i a l inductor current, v c o i s the 
i n i t i a l capacitor voltage. 
solving for I r ( S ) i n (2.1), yields 
I R(s)=Li 0/[R+sL+l/sC] + (V E-V C 0-V 0)/s[R+sL+l/sC] 
With a l i t t l e manipulation, 
I R ( s ) = i Q s / [ (s+a ) + co*] + (V-E-Vco-V0 )/L[ (s+ a ) + co * ] 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Taking the inverse Laplace transform of (2.3) to get the 
time function of the resonant current i R ( t ) , we get 
i R (t)=i 0exp(- a t) (cos co t-«,sin cot/^ ) + 
(VE-Vco-Vo)exp(- a t)sinw t / a L (2.4) 
v c ( t ) 
( t) 
(a) 
Fig.2.6 The two switched networks of the series resonant 
converter during h a l f the switching i n t e r v a l T s 
under the + type CCM operation. (a) 0 < t < T a and 
(b) T a< t <T S. 
The capacitor voltage i n Laplace transform i s given by 
V E(s)=I R(s)/sC + vco/s (2.5) 
substitute (2.3) into (2.5), we get 
V c ( s ) = i 0 / C [ (s+ a ) + co2] + 
( V E - V C 0 -V0 )/sLC[ (s+a f + a)2 ] + V C 0 / s (2.6) 
The time function for (2.6) i s given by 
v c(t)=iaexp(- a t ) s i n co t / co C - ( V E - V 0 - V C 0 )exp(-a t)cosco t -
ot(VE-V 0-vco)exp(- at)sinco t/a) +V"E-VO . (2.7) 
The c i r c u i t equations for the conducting i n t e r v a l T a<t<T s 
i n Fig.2.6(b) are derived as: 
V E / s = ( R + s L + l / s C ) I R D ( s ) + v c i / s -V 0/s (2.8) 
where v d i s the i n i t i a l capacitor voltage i n t h i s i n t e r v a l 
with the i n i t i a l current i s zero. I R Q ( S ) can be solved 
from (2.8) 
IRD (s) = (V E+V 0-v cl ) / S (R + S L + 1 / S C ) (2.9) 
Further manipulation yi e l d s 
I R D ( s ) = (VE+V0 - V C 1 )/L[(s+a ) 2 + co2 ] (2.10) 
The time function for the resonant current i R D ( t ) i s 
i R D ( t ) = (V E-V 0-vcl )exp(- a t ) s i n ^ t / w L (2.11) 
The equation for the capacitor voltage i n t h i s i n t e r v a l i s 
VcD ( S ) = I R D ( S ) / S C + v c l / s (2.12) 
Substitution of (2.10) into (2.21) gives 
2 2 
VcD (s) = (V E+V 0-v cl) [l/s-(s+2 a )/((s+a ) + co ) ] +v cl/s (2.13) 
The time function i s therefore given by taking the inverse 
Laplace transform of (2.13) 
v CD (t)=VE+V0-(VE+Vo - v c i )exp(- at)cos u t -
(V E+V 0-v C| ) a e x p ( - a t ) s i n a, t / u (2.14) 
Referring to Fig.2.2(a), the equations (2.11) and (2.14) are 
rewritten as 
iRD( t) = (V E+V 0-v c, )exp[- <*(t-T a)]sinco (t-T a)/co L (2.15) 
v CD(t) = (V E+V 0)-(V E+V 0-v c l )exp[- a ( t - T a ) ] c o s co (t-T a ) -
(V E+V 0-v c l) aexp[-a (t-T a) ]sinco (t-T a )/cu (2.16) 
For c y c l i c s t a b i l i t y , the following two equations must be 
s a t i s f i e d 
i o = - i R D ( T s ) (2.17) 
vco =-vcD (T s ) (2.18) 
From eqs. (2.15) to (2.18), the following two equations are 
obtained 
io=-(V E+V 0-v c ( )exp[- a ( T s - T a ) ] s i n co (T s-T a)/o, L (2.19) 
v c O = - ( V E + V o > + ( V E + V c T v c l ) e x P [ ~ a (T s-T a)]cos co(T s-T a) + 
(V E+V Q-v c |) a e x p [ - a (T s-T a ) ]sin a) ( T s - T a ) / a, (2.20) 
Also, the capacitor voltage at t=T a i s given by 
'Ta 
V c l = V C o + l / C 0 V c ( t ) d t (2.21) 
Substitution of (2.4) into (2.21) gives 
v c l =Vco +io L exp(- aTa ) [- acos co Ta+co s i n co Ta] + 
i 0«L exp(- aT a) [ a s i n co T a+ co cos co T a ] / co + 
(V E-v C 0-V 0)exp(- aT a) [-a sinco Ta-co cos co T a ]/co + 
(VE-Vco-Vo) (2.22) 
The conduction i n t e r v a l T a i s solved by setting i R ( T a ) = 0 
i n equation (2.4) 
0=i QCOS co T a + ((V E-V 0-V c o )/co L - i Q a/co )sincoT f l (2.23) 
Therefore, T a i s given by 
T a = a r c t a n [ i 0 co V ( V E - v C 0 - V 0 ) - i 0 a L]/co (2.24) 
Substitution of (2.22) into (2.19) and (2.20), y i e l d s 
io=f i ( v c 0 ,io,Ta) (2.25) 
Vco=f2(V c o ,io /Ta ) (2.26) 
Eq.(2.24) i s i n the form of 
T a = F 3 < v c o ^o'Ta) ( 2- 2 7) 
Equations (2.25), (2.26), and (2.27) form the three 
nonlinear equations with three variables v c o , i 0 , and T a which 
can be solved by IMSL FORTRAN subroutine programs ZSPOW or 
ZSCNT (appendix A). These three variables t o t a l l y characterize 
the steady-state operation of SRCs. For example, a SRC with 
resonant frequency 40.98 KHz and with normalized output 
voltage 0.5 as the two known parameters. Now, by varying the 
switching frequency from 20.55 KHz to 34.11 KHz with 
0.41 KHz as the step, and with i n i t i a l guesses as: 
i 0=io.o 
V c o=-10.0 
T =5.OE-6 
a 
the exact values of i Q , v c o , and Tfl are shown i n Table 2.1 
which are the convergent values aft e r 500 i t e r a t i o n s of 
ca l c u l a t i o n s . The 'TD' term i n Table 2.1 corresponds to the 
conduction period of the diode. Once the variables iQ, v C Q , 
and T g are solved, the peak capacitor voltage v c p e a k , peak 
resonant current current i Rpeak / and conduction angle of 
diode(s) can be determined. In SRC, the peak capacitor voltage 
vcpeak i s equal to v c i as i n (2.22). The peak resonant current 
i R p e a k can be derived by taking the derivative of (2.4) to f i n d 
.1 Convergent i n i t i a l conditions and waveform parameters. 
0. 10 0009 
VCO -82.8967 TA 12.1677 TD 12.1670 FS 20.55 
0. 10 2734 
VCO -82.9548 TA 12.0570 TD 11.8006 FS 20.96 
0. 10 5377 
VCO -83.1352 TA 11.9499 TD 11.4489 FS 21.37 
0. 10 7958 
VCO -83.4170 TA 11.8462 TD 11.1111 FS 21.78 
1. 10 0497 
VCO -83.8040 TA 11.7453 TD 10.7868 FS 22.19 
1. 10 3003 
VCO -84.2800 TA 11.6473 TD 10.4751 FS 22.60 
1. 10 5494 
VCO -84.8473 TA-11.5517 TD 10.1757 FS 23.01 
1. 10 7982 
VCO -85.5047 TA 11.4583 TD 9.8880 
FS 23.42 
2. 10 0479 
VCO -86.2521 TA 11.3668 TD 9.6114 
FS 23.83 
2. 10 2996 
VCO -87.0929 TA 11.2771 TD 9.3456 
FS 24.25 
2. 10 5542 
VCO -88.0234 TA • 11.1890 
TD 
9.0899 
FS 24.66 
2. 10 8128 
VCO -89.0507 TA 11.1025 TD 8.8440 
FS 25.07 
3. 10 0765 
VCO -90.1787 TA 11.0174 TD 8.6074 
FS 25.48 
3. 10 3463 
VCO -91.4123 TA 10.9337 TD 8.3796 
FS 25.89 
3. 10 6232 
VCO -92.7576 TA 10.8512 TD 8.1603 
FS 26.30 
3. 10 9085 
VCO -94.2217 TA 10.7699 
TD 
7.9491 
FS 26.71 
4. 10 2033 
VCO -95.8110 TA 10.6897 TD 7.7456 
FS 27.12 
4. 10 5087 
VCO -97.5403 TA 10.6108 TD 7.5495 
FS 27.53 
4. 10 8264 
VCO -99.4176 TA 10.5329 
TD 
7.3603 
FS 27.94 
5. 10 1577 
VCO -101.4558 TA 10.4560 
TD 
7.1778 
FS 28.35 
Table2.1 continue 
10 VCO TA TD FS 5.5044 -103.6701 10.3803 7.0017 28.77 
10 VCO TA TD FS 5.6683 -106.0752 10.3056 6.8315 29.18 
10 VCO TA TD FS 6.2514 -108.6967 10.2320 6.6671 29.59 
10 VCO TA TD FS 6.6560 -111.5542 10.1595 6.5081 30.00 
10 VCO TA TD FS 7.0849 -114.6729 10.0881 6.3542 30.41 
10 VCO TA TD FS 7.5409 -118.0856 10.0179 6.2052 30.82 
10 VCO TA TD FS 8.0275 -121.8288 9.9489 6.0607 31.23 
10 VCO TA TD FS 8.5487 -125.9457 9.8813 5.9205 31.64 
10 VCO TA TD FS 9.1090 -130.4874 9.8149 5.7842 32.05 
10 VCO TA TD FS 9.7139 -135.5155 9.7501 5.6516 32.46 
10 VCO TA TD FS 10.3697 -141.1060 9.6867 5.5225 32.87 
10 VCO TA TD FS 11.0839 -147.3429 9.6252 5.3962 33.29 
10 VCO TA TD FS 11.8657 -154.3434 9.5655 5.2727 33.70 
10 VCO TA TD FS 12.7257 -162.2426 9.5079 5.1516 34.11 
the peak value as 
1 Rpeak = i 0 e x P ( ~ a T i ) [cosco T j - a s i n co T /co ] + 
(V E -V Q -v C Q ) exp (- a T1) s i n co / co L (2.28) 
where T j i s given by 
( i Q a 2 - c o i o - ( V E - V O - V C O ) a/co L)]/co (2.29) 
The conduction angle of diode(s) e D i s given by 
9D = co (T s -Ta ) (2.30) 
Therefore, the DC cha r a c t e r i s t i c s of the SRCs are given 
from solving the nonlinear equations (2.25) to (2.27) d i r e c t l y . 
2.2.1.2 - Type CCM: fs/f 0>1.0 
Referring to Fig.2.5, the c i r c u i t equations i n (2.1) and 
(2.5) are available i n t h i s case. The only difference i s the 
conducting sequence of the devices i s now D1-Q1-D2-Q2-D1. 
Therefore, the d e f i n i t i o n s of the conduction periods shown 
above are modified. Also, the sequence of the two switched 
networks i n Fig.2.6(a) and (b) i s switched around. The 
nonlinear Eqs. (2.28), (2.29), and (2.30) are solved with 
d i f f e r e n t convergent points. The results w i l l be shown i n the 
following section. 
2.3 State Plane Analysis Of SRC 
In t h i s section, the analysis with c i r c u i t losses included 
i s done f i r s t following by the discussions of ideal case. The 
equations derived i n both situations are i n CCM operations. 
DCM operation using t h i s technique w i l l be shown i n the l a s t 
part of t h i s section. 
2.3.1 SRC With Lumped Losses R 
The powerful state-plane technique i s applied to study the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of SRC. The operation of SRC can be viewed as 
a piecewise-linear system switching among the possible l i n e a r 
modes. There are topological modes corresponding to the 
in t e r v a l s when devices Ql, Dl, Q2, D2 conduct as shown i n 
Fig.2.7(a) to (d) respectively. The time i n t e r v a l marked on 
Fig.2.7 corresponding to those i n Fig.2.2 under the CCM 
operation. Another mode corresponding to t 2<t<t£ as i n 
Fig.2.4 occurs when none of the devices conducts i n t h i s 
i n t e r v a l . When t h i s mode occurs, the resonant current i s zero 
and the capacitor voltage remains constant. 
The state equations for the c i r c u i t i n Fig.2.7(e), which 
i s the equivalent c i r c u i t of Fig.2.7(a) to (d) are: 
v c 
iR 
1/C v~ + 0 c -V _1/L_ (2 
with i n i t i a l conditions v c (t) | t = 0=v c o and i R ( t ^ t = 0 = i 0 
V E Q i s defined as 
Fig.2. 7 (a)-(d) Topological modes of SRC and (e) Equivalent 
c i r c u i t f o r d i f f e r e n t conduction i n t e r v a l s . 
Device under conduction 
Ql 
Dl 
Q2 
D2 
Let v ci=v c - V E Q and i R 1 = i R 
V E Q 
V E - V 0 
V E + V o 
- V E + V 0 
-v E -v0 
then Eq.(2.31) becomes 
* c l 
• 
0 1/C _ V c l 
J-Rl -1/L -R/L (2.32) 
Normalizing a l l the currents i n Eq.(2.32) with a factor 
V E / Z 0 , and a l l the voltages with voltage factor V 0 , the 
following normalized state equations are obtained. 
• _ 
v c l N 
• _1R1N 
0 co0 
co0 -2 a 
with i n i t i a l conditions v 
C1N 
mu - (v^„ -Vr-„ )/Y- and i 
CQN co EQ " E RoN 
(2.33) 
=i Z / V 
o o ' E 
The eigenvalues of the Eq.(2.33) determine the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the system. In the overdamped condition 
with a > co0 / system behaves as a stable node on the state 
plane. I f a < co0 / where the system i s i n underdamped condition 
behaves as a stable focus on the state plane. The state 
t r a j e c t o r i e s f o r both conditions are shown i n Fig.2.8(a) and 
(b) respectively. A set of equilibrium t r a j e c t o r i e s with 
=0.5 and the lumped losses R=0.3 i s shown i n Fig.2.9. These 
t r a j e c t o r i e s were generated by the IMSL FORTRAN subroutine 
programs (appendix A) by solving the set of nonlinear equations 
discussed i n the l a s t section. Comparison of the state 
t r a j e c t o r i e s under the e f f e c t of losses (R) to that of los s l e s s 
(a) (b) 
Fig.2.8 Phase-plane p l o t s , (a) underdamped case (stable focus) 
(b) overdamped case (stable node). 
F i g . 2.9 Equilibrium State t r a j e c t o r i e s of SRC (nonideal c i r c u i t ) 
f s < fCV v0N=0-5. 
c i r c u i t w i l l be discussed i n the l a t e r section. 
As the switching frequency increases further, the size of 
the state t r a j e c t o r y becomes larger and larger. When the 
switching frequency reaches the resonant frequency of the 
c i r c u i t , the tank energy reaches i t s maximum value. I f the 
switching frequency i s increased above t h i s point, the 
charge-discharge period of the resonant capacitor i s reduced. 
Fig.2.10 shows a set of steady state equilibrium t r a j e c t o r i e s 
for t h i s case. As may be expected, the tank energy diminishes 
when the switching frequency i s increased. The state 
t r a j e c t o r i e s plotted i n Fig.2.10 i s solved by the IMSL FORTRAN 
programs based on the nonlinear equations only with d i f f e r e n t 
convergent points. 
2.3.2 Ideal C i r c u i t 
I f the losses of the system are negligible, then Eq.(2.31) 
can be written as 
0 1/Cn V 
c 
0 
• + -1/L 0 -V 1/L. 
with i n i t i a l conditions v c (t) | t=o = vco a n d iR^t^ | t=o=:io 
The system described by (2.34) has an equilibrium point 
at V C = V E Q and iR=0. 
Solving (2.34) y i e l d s 
v c ( t ) - V E Q = i 0 Z 0 s i n ^01+(v c o-V E Q ) cos o)0 t (2.35) 
i R ( t ) = i 0 cos w o t - ( v C 0 - V E g ) s i n o)0 t/Zo (2.36) 
I I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I ' 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 
-10 -7.S -• -1.1 f 1.1 I T.i HO 
Fig.2.10 Equilibrium state t r a j e c t o r i e s of nonideal c i r c u i t 
f s > f 0 ; VQM=0.0. 
where Zo , co0 * and V E Q are defined as before. 
Normalizing a l l the currents with factor V E/Z 0 and a l l the 
voltages with factor V E i n Eqs. (2.35) and (2.36) y i e l d 
*™ +<\U-\W > = IRoN + <VcoN " V E Q N ' ( 2 ' 3 ? ) 
The subscript 'N' i n (2.37) refers to the normalized 
c i r c u i t variables, such as I R N = i R / ( V ^ ), I R o N = i 0 / ( V E / Z 0 ) , 
and V Eq N=V Eq/V E, etc. 
Based on Eq.(2.37), four sets of state t r a j e c t o r i e s , one 
for each of the conduction i n t e r v a l of the devices are drawn i n 
Fig.2.11(a) to (d). A composite state trajectory constructed 
from the combination of those four sets of state t r a j e c t o r i e s 
i s shown i n Fig.2.12 with a p a r t i c u l a r output V o N =0.5. 
The t r a j e c t o r i e s i n Fig.2.12 are compared with those i n 
Fig.2.9 f o r the c i r c u i t with losses included. The trajectory 
segment i n the l o s s l e s s system are c i r c u l a r while we get a 
stable focus (node) for the c i r c u i t with losses considered. 
The losses i n the c i r c u i t a f f e c t the steady state 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of a SRC s i g n i f i c a n t l y , e s p e c i a l l y when the 
switching frequency approaches resonant frequency. The maximum 
power delivered to the load with the losses include was 
discussed i n [7]. 
2.3.2.1 Switching Boundary 
Fig.2.11(a) State t r a j e c t o r i e s of SRC i n Ql conduction interval-
Fig.2.11(b) State t r a j e c t o r i e s of SRC i n 02 conduction i n t e r v a l . 
Fig.2.11(d) State t r a j e c t o r i e s of SRC i n D2 conduction i n t e r v a l : 
The switching boundary i n the + type CCM i s the l o c i of 
the points at which Ql i s turned on (D2 cease to freewheel) and 
Q2 i s turned on (Dl cease to freewheel) under steady state. 
The values of the capacitor voltage and resonant current at 
t h i s point can be seen e a s i l y from t h i s l o c i on the state 
plane. 
Referring to Fig.2.12, geometrically PA = QC =R1, and 
PB = QB =rl under steady state operation. The r a d i i are 
R 1 = v c N " ( 1 _ v o N ) (2.38) 
r l = v c N - ( 1 + v o N ) (2.39) 
with the coordinate of Q being (V C M ,0). The difference 
between R l and r l i n Eqs(2.38) and (2.39) i s given by 
Rl-rl=2V o N (2.40) 
which i s a constant once the output voltage i s known. 
The point P on the switching boundary i n Fig.2.12 l i e s on 
a hyperbola. To prove t h i s , rewrite Eq.(2.40) as 
PA - PB =2VoN (2.41) 
That i s , any point P(V c N , I R N ) which l i e s on the switching 
boundary must s a t i s f y (2.41). Therefore, Eq.(2.41) i s 
written as 
2 2 h 2 2 h 
U V c N - ( - l + V o N ) ] + I R N } - U V c N - ( l + V o N ) ] +I R N } =2V q N (2.42) 
Squaring both sides of Eq.(2.42) to solve the equation, 
a general form to represent the hyperbola i s obtained: 
( V C N - V O N ) 2 / V O N - I R N / ( 1 ~ V O N ) = 1 ( 2 - 4 3 ) 
This p a r t i c u l a r hyperbola SI i s centered at ( V q N ,0) with a 
transverse axis magnitude of 2 V q N and a minor axis magnitude of 
Fig.2.13 Equilibrium state trajectories of SRC (ideal c i r c u i t ) 
f s> fo; V 0 N = O.5. 
2 h 
2 * ( 1 _ V 0 N ) ' Eq.(2.43) i s used to define the needed switching 
point f o r a given output voltage V 0 ( V O N ) . 
In the - type of CCM operation, the switching boundary i s 
the l o c i of points at which Ql i s turned o f f followed by the 
conduction of D2 and Q2 i s turned o f f followed by the 
conduction of Dl under steady state operation. An equation for 
the switching boundary can now be derived. Considering the 
fact that any point P on the boundary i n Fig.2.13 i s a part of 
the region of both Ql (Q2) and D2 (Dl) conducting int e r v a l s . 
We obtain PA = QA =R2, and PB = BD = EQ =r2. The r a d i i are 
R 2 = V c N - ( l - V O N ) (2.44) 
r 2 = V c N - ( l + V O N ) (2.45) 
with the coordinate of Q being ( V ^ ,0). The difference 
of R2 and r2 i n Eqs. (2.44) and (2.45) i s given by 
R2-r2= 2VQN (2.46) 
which i s a constant once the output voltage i s known. 
Any point P ( V C | \ | , I N ) on the switching boundary l i e s on a 
hyperbola derived from Eqs. (2.44) to (2.46), i t i s 
- < [ V c N - ( - l - V o N ) f + l j | N ? • { [ V c N - ( l - V o N )]2+lRN T 2=2V o N (2.47) 
Eq.(2.47) shows the standard form of the hyperbola which 
can be written as 
( V C N + V Q N ) /WN" 1^1 / (1-vjj ) = 1 (2.48) 
This hyperbola S I i s centered at (-V Q N ,0) with a 
transverse axis magnitude of 2V o N and a minor axis magnitude of 
2 • (1-V 0 N )H Therefore, for a given output voltage V Q ( V ^ ) , 
Eq.(2.48) can be used to define 
note that an i n f i n i t e number of 
ex i s t f o r any p a r t i c u l a r output 
to a unique switching frequency 
the needed switching point. We 
equilibrium state t r a j e c t o r i e s 
voltage, and each corresponding 
and load current. 
2.3.3 D C M Operation: f s/f 0<0.5 
A s i n g l e state trajectory, marked D C M i n Fig.2.9 and 
Fig.2.12 apply to a l l the cases of symmetrical operation at 
fs/fo<0.5. Refer to Fig.2.4, the time i n t e r v a l (t£ - t 2 ) i s 
reduced to zero at the boundary between C C M and D C M operations. 
This duration corresponding to the time duration for the state 
t r a j e c t o r y stay at point M i n Fig.2.9. The state plane 
analysis technique cannot show the elapsed time e x p l i c i t l y . 
Therefore, a three-dimensional state trajectory with time axis 
included i s necessary i f the time i n t e r v a l (t £ - t 2 ^ * s 
important f o r the design of resonant converters. Fig.2.14(a) 
and (b) show the examples of three-dimensional state trajectory 
under the + type C C M operation and D C M operation respectively. 
Note that i n Fig.2.14(b), the time i n t e r v a l A t ( t ' 2 - t 2 ) 
s i g n i f i c a n t l y a f f e c t s the average output current; that i s , the 
value of output average current depends on the switching 
frequency under t h i s mode of operation. The switching 
frequency i n t h i s case i s : 
f s=l/2 (tfc+At) 
The three-dimensional state trajectory e x p l i c i t l y gives 
the elapsed time between two switching points. Once the damped 
angular frequency i s known, the conduction angles for the 
switching device(s) and diode(s) can be e a s i l y calculated as, 
and t h i s i s much easier than the geometric measurements on the 
two-dimensional state plane. 
IRN 
Fig.2.14(a) Three-dimensional state t r a j e c t o r y of SRC under 
the + type CCM operation. 
Fig.2.14(b) Three-dimensional state t r a j e c t o r y of SRC under 
the discontinuous conduction mode of operation. 
PARALLEL RESONANT CONVERTERS 
3 • 1 BASIC SCHEMATIC AND THEORY OF OPERATION 
In p a r a l l e l resonant converter, the output voltage i s 
obtained from the r e c t i f i e d and f i l t e r e d resonant capacitor 
voltage whereas i n SRC, i t i s obtained from the inductor 
current. Therefore, the output f i l t e r of the PRC consists of 
L , C and the load R . 
o' o L 
Fig.3.1 shows the half bridge p a r a l l e l resonant converter. 
PRCs possess a l l the advantages of the SRCs. However, since 
the SRCs l i n k appears to the load as a high frequency current 
source, they are suitable for loads with small and slow 
impedance v a r i a t i o n s . In applications where the load impedance 
varies widely and/or quickly, i t i s more suitable to use PRCs 
for t h i s type of load configurations. A high frequency 
p a r a l l e l resonant inverter can produce sinusoidal output with 
good regulation [8]. The output voltage can be varied and 
regulated by c o n t r o l l i n g the switching frequency. 
PRCs can operate under both CCM and DCM. Two d i f f e r e n t 
types of CCM depending on t h e i r frequency r a t i o f / f are 
defined. In the + type of CCM operation with 0.5<f / f <l.o, 
the conducting sequence for the devices i s : Q1-D1-Q2-D2-Q1. 
In the - type of CCM, the frequency r a t i o f,/f o>1.0, and the 
conduction sequence i s D1-Q1-D2-Q2-D1. In the + type of CCM, 
Fig.3.1 A h a l f bridge p a r a l l e l resonant converter (PRC). 
TO 
Fig.3.2(a) Inductor current waveform of PRC under + type CCM 
operation. 
the freewheeling diodes are force commutated and switching 
devices are self-commutated. In the - type of CCM operation, 
the diodes are naturally-commutated and the switching devices 
are force commutated. In the DCM operation, the r a t i o £• /fo i s 
less than 0.5. Fig.3.2 shows the waveforms of the resonant 
current and capacitor voltage for PRCs under d i f f e r e n t types of 
operations. 
3.2 PRC C i r c u i t Analysis 
Consider the c i r c u i t without the output r e c t i f i e r being 
connected. Also, assume that the time constant of the output 
load i s much larger than the period of the resonant c i r c u i t . 
Therefore, the output load including a high frequency f i l t e r 
can be modelled as a constant current source. The amplitude of 
the output voltage can be controlled by the frequency at which 
the switching devices are turned on and turned o f f . 
3.2.1 Analysis Of PRC In The CCM 
In the + type CCM, the t y p i c a l steady-state waveforms of 
resonant current, capacitor voltage, and the load current are 
sketched i n Fig.3.3. To f a c i l i t a t e the analysis of the 
c i r c u i t , two modes of operation for the converter are 
i d e n t i f i e d [9] based on the behavior of the output constant 
current source. Mode A starts at the point where capacitor 
voltage becomes zero, pr e v a i l s over the remainder of the 
conduction period of Ql (or Q2) which i s on, and continues 
Fig.3.2(b) Capacitor voltage waveform of PRC under + type CCM 
operation. 
Fig.3.3 Steady-state waveforms of PRC. 
through the period of conduction of i t s freewheeling diode Dl 
(or D2). Mode A stops and Mode B begins when the next 
switching device Q2 (or Q l ) i s turned on. Mode B terminates 
when the capacitor voltage v reaches the next zero value. In 
c 
addition, Mode A operation i s subdivided. Mode A with 
v c negative i s l a b e l l e d Mode A l while A2 mode operation had 
v c p o s i t i v e as shown i n Fig.3.3. Similarly, Mode Bl and B2 are 
also i d e n t i f i e d depending on whether v i s negative or 
c 
p o s i t i v e . 
Equivalent c i r c u i t for these modes of operations are shown 
i n Fig.3.4. Note that the p o l a r i t y of the output current 
source (load) i s reversed when the p o l a r i t y of the capacitor 
voltage reverses. R represents the lumped losses i n the 
c i r c u i t . 
In deriving the c i r c u i t equations, the following 
d e f i n i t i o n s are employed: w 0 = \f1/LC the natural resonant 
frequency, a =R/2L the damping c o e f f i c i e n t , and ' co =jV- a 2 
the damped angular frequency. 
Using Laplace transforms, the equation for mode A 
operation i n Fig.3.4(a) i s : 
V /s=[R+sL+l/sC]I ( s ) - i L-I/s 2C (3.1) 
E RA OA 
where i i s the i n i t i a l inductor current, I i s the load 
oA 
current, and I (s) i s the resonant current i n Laplace 
RA 
transform. Solving f o r I (s) i n (3.1) gives: 
I (S) = [V /S+i L+I/S2 C]/[R+sL+l/sC] (3.2) 
RA E OA 
Fig.3.4 (a) Equivalent c i r c u i t for Mode A operation Of PRC. 
Fig.3.4(b) Equivalent c i r c u i t f o r Mode B operation 
of PRC. 
= [V E/L+i o As+I/sLC]/[ (s+a ) 2+co 2] (3.3) 
Taking the inverse Laplace transform, the time 
response of resonant current 
iRA ( t ) " ^ / " ^ ^ Q A + I ) a / & ) ] e x P ( ~ a t ) s i n cot+ 
(ioA-I)exp(-a t)cos co t+I (3.4) 
The capacitor voltage v £ A ( t ) can also be derived as 
follows: 
V c A ( s) = t ^ A ( s ) - I / s ] / s C (3.5) 
Substituting (3.3) into (3.5), the following equation 
i s obtained: 
V c A (s)=V E/sLC[(s+a ) 2+co 2 ]+i o A/C[ (s+ a ) + co2 ] + 
I{-RC/s+[(R/Z 2) -l+sRC]/[ (s+ a ) 2 + co2 ] }/C (3.6) 
Si m i l a r l y , the inverse Laplace transform of (3.6) gives 
the time function of capacitor voltage \r, A (t) 
vcA -RI) + (IR-V E)exp(-a t)cos cot+ 
[ i A / co C-V£a/co +IR2/2 coL-I/co C)exp(- a t ) s i n co t (3.7) 
The equations for Mode B operation i n Fig.3.4(b) can be 
derived as: 
V E/s=[sL+R+l/sC]I R B ( s ) - i o B L + I / s 2 C + V c o / s (3.8) 
where i „ and V are the i n i t i a l resonant current and 
oB co 
i n i t i a l capacitor voltage i n t h i s mode. The resonant 
current I R B (s) i s e a s i l y determined 
I ( S) = [(V E-V C 0 )C+i o BsLC-I/s]/[S 2LC+sRC+l] (3.9) 
with a l i t t l e manipulation, (3.9) i s written as: 
I R B (s) = (T| -V c o )/L[(s+ a ) 2 + co2 ] + i o B s/[(s+a f + co2 ] -
I co2 /S[ (S+ a f + co2 ] (3.10) 
T h e *oA t e r m i n the above equation i s given by set t i n g 
iRB^aJ-ioA ( 3- 1 8) 
Substituting (3.11) and (3.18) into (3.17) y i e l d s 
i o B [ _ 1 " a 2 e x P ( " a T s ) s i n co1^ s i n co(T -Ta )/co£ -
a exp (-a T ) cos co T s i n co (T -T )/co + 
^ a S cl 
a exp (- a T ) s i n co T cos co (T -T )/co -
exp( (-a T s)cos coTa cos co(T s~T a)] 
= (VE -V C Q ) {- a exp(-a Ts ) * 
[sin coT,(sin co(l -T )/ co +cos co (T -T ) ]}/ co L+ 
a s a ' s a 
I exp (- a T g ) * [-a 2sincoT s i n co (T -T )/co2 +N C O S coT s i n co(T -T )/co ] + a s a a s a 
I exp (- a T s ) * 
[ a s i n co T cos co (T -T )/co +cos co T cos co (T -T ) +1] + 
a s a a s a 
I [-2exp- a (T -T )cosco (T -T ) ] 
S cl S cl 
(3.19) 
In mode A, at t=T , v . (T )=-V 
' s cA s co 
VcA ( Ts )= ( VE - R I) + ( I R - ^ ) e x P " a< T s - T ) cos co (T s-T g) + 
[ i / coC-VEa /co +IR2/2 co L-I/ coC]* 
exp- a ( T - T ) s i n co (T -T ) (3.20) 
s a s a 
Substituting (3.11) and (3.18) into (3.20), 
the following equation i s obtained: 
V [-l+exp(- aT s)sinco T s i n co (T -T )/ co2 LC] 
co a s a 
=V p{l-exp- a(T -T ) [cos co(T -T ) + a s i n co(T -T )/co ] + 
c S a S a b a 
exp(- aT ) s i n coT s i n co (T -T )/ co2 LC} + 
s a i d 
I{-R+Rexp- a (T -T )cos co(T.-Ta) + aexp(-aT )sincoT s i n w(T -T )/ co2C+ s a S d 
e x p ( - a T s ) c o s coTg s i n co(T - T g ) / coC-
where COq , co , and a are defined as before. Taking the 
inverse Laplace transform, the resonant current i s given by 
i (t) = [(V -V )/co L + ( I - i ) a /co ] e x p ( - a t ) s i n cot+ 
K B E C O DB 
( i +I)exp(-at)cosco t - I (3.11) 
O D 
The equation for the capacitor voltage i s given by 
V c B ( S ) = [ I*B (s)+l/s]/sc • Vco/ 5 (3.12) 
Substitution of (3.9) i n (3.12) gives 
V (s) = [ ( V - V )/sLC+i /C]/[(s+ a) 2+co 2 ] + Crs E co oB 
I(s 2+2«s)/s 2C[(s+ a f +co2 ]+V c o/s (3.13) 
Time function of capacitor voltage i s obtained by taking 
the inverse Laplace transform of (3.13) i s 
v (t) = (V -IR)-(V -V +IR)exp(- at)coscot+ 
cB E E CO 
[ (i o f t+1)/co C-(V E-V ) a/co -IR?/2 cuL]* 
C O 
exp(-a t) s i n cot (3.14) 
Referring to the time axis i n Fig.3.3(c), the equations 
i n A mode are written as 
i R A ( t ) = [ V E / coL-fi^+I) a/co ]exp[-a ( t - T a ) ] s i n co(t-T a) + 
( i o A - I ) e x p [ - a ( t - T a ) ] + I (3.15) 
V (t) = (V -IR) + (IR-V ) e x p [ - a ( t - T )]cos co(t-T ) + 
cA E E a a 
[ i o A / coC-VEa /co +IR2/2 co L - I / coC]* 
exp[- a (t-T ) ] s i n co(t-T ) (3.16) 
a a 
For c y c l i c s t a b i l i t y , equations (3.11) and (3.15) are 
matched at t=T a, and i ^ T ) = - i Q B , v ^ ( T s ) = - V c o , v ^ ^ ) ^ . 
The following equations can, therefore, be derived: 
i =[V / c o L - ( i +1) a/co ] e x p [ - a ( T -T ) ] s i n co(T -T ) + oB E oA s a s a 
( i Q A - I ) e x p [ - a (T g-T ) ]cos coJT^T^J+I (3.17) 
(2/ CO C-R2/2 COL) exp- a(Tg -Ta ) s i n co (T g -T g) } + 
i 0 B exp(- a T s) [- asinco T a s i n co ( T s ~ T a ) / c o 2 C+ 
cos coT a s i n coJTg -T )/ coC] (3.21) 
At t=T a , Eq.(3.14) i s set to zero, y i e l d s 
0= (V E+IR) - (VE "Y0 +IR)exp(- a T a ) c o s co1^ + 
[ ( i o B + I ) / coC - ( V E - V C Q ) a/co -IR2/2 coL] exp (-a T g ) s i n co T g 
(3.22) 
Equations (3.19), (3.21), and (3.22) are three equations 
i n which the three unknown i D , V , and T can be solved by 
oB' co ' a 1 
IMSL FORTRAN subroutine programs. (see appendix B). These 
three variables completely characterize the steady-state 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of PRCs. For example, consider a PRC with 
resonant frequency as 40.98(KHz) and with normalized output 
current as 0.5. Now, by changing the switching frequency from 
20.55(KHz) to 36.57(KHz) with 0.41(KHz) as the step change, and 
with a r b i t r a r y i n i t i a l conditions as: 
i „ =10.0 
OB 
V =-20.0 
CO 
T =1.0E-6 
a 
the exact values for i , V , and T are shown i n Table 3.1 
0 B CO cl 
which are the convergent values a f t e r 500 i t e r a t i o n s of 
cal c u l a t i o n s by the program. Once the variables i , V q , and 
T are solved, the peak capacitor voltage v , the peak 
3 C p 6 a K resonant current i , , and the conduction angle for diodes 
R peak 
and switching devices are determined. 
v =(V -IR)+(IR-V r)exp(-a t«)cos u t ' + 
c peak E E 
( i D A / C-V£ a /co +IR2/2 co L-I/co C) * 
exp(- a t ' ) s i n cot' (3.23) 
where t ' i s given by 
t ' = 
arctan{[IRa - i A /C-IR 2/2L+I/C]/ 
[-IRco +VEco - ( i Q A - I ) a / co C+VE a 2 / co -IR ty2 co L 
+ (3.24) 
iR peak=[^/ " ^ ( i o A " 4 " 1 ) "/^ ]exp(-ot") sin w f + 
( i o A - I ) e x p ( - a t»)cos cot»+l (3.25) 
where t " can be solved by 
t"=arctan{ 
[2 -V E/L]/[-V Ea/o L+i Q A (la2 /co + co )+1 (co - a2/co ) ] }/co 
(3.26) 
As shown i n Fig.3.3, the conduction i n t e r v a l for the 
diode(s) can be solved i n mode A operation. This conduction 
i n t e r v a l s t a r t s at the point where the inductor current becomes 
zero, p r e v a i l s over the remainder of the mode A operation. 
Therefore, by se t t i n g i R A ( t ) = 0 i n eq.(3.15), the st a r t i n g point 
fo r the diode conduction i n t e r v a l i s determined as: 
0=[\/ ^ L - ( i o A + I ) a/co ]exp[-a ( t - T a ) ] s i n a>(t-Ta) + 
( i o A - I ) e x p [ - a(t-T a)]+I (3.27) 
Solving t from eq.(3.27), the conduction i n t e r v a l for the 
diode Tp i s : 
T n=T - f " (3.28) 
where t 1 1 1 s a t i s f i e s eq.(3.27). For example, i f the c i r c u i t i s 
operated with switching frequency as 30.0(KHz) i n the above 
.1 Convergent i n i t i a l conditions and waveform parameters. 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS I LOAD IAC 0.2163 -12.9B6B 1.0263 23.30B4 20.55 0.50 1.57 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS I LOAD IAO 0.0712 -16.9107 1.1904 22.6671 20.96 0.50 2.19 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS I LOAD IAC 0.3475 -20.1816 1.2978 22.1010 21.37 0.50 2.70 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ' ILOAD IAO 0.6154 -23.1139 1.3772 21.5801 21.78 0.5C 2.15 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 0.8772 -25.8398 1.4400 21.0922 22.19 0.50 3.56 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAC 1.1346 -26.4323 1.4919 20.6306 22.60 0.50 3.96 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 1.3893 -30.9365 1.5362 20.1913 23.01 0.50 4.33 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 1.6427 -33.3848 1.5748 19.7714 23.42 0.50 4.70 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 1.8961 -35.8008 1.6092 19.3690 23.63 0.50 5.06 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS I LOAD IAO 2.1506 -38.2050 1.6404 18.9B22 24.25 0.50 5.41 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILCAD IAC 
2.4075 -40.6121 1.66B8 IB.6101 24.66 0.5C 5.77 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
2.6679 -43.C378 1.6951 18.2513 25.07 0.50 6.12 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
2.9326 -45.4967 1.7199 17.9049 25.4B 0.50 6.48 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
3.2006 -46.0107 1.7456 17.5676 25.89 0.50 6. 84 
IBO VCC T-MB T-MA FS ILCAD IAC 
3.4773 -50.5690 1.7679 17.2436 26.30 0.50 7.21 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
3.7t.42 -53.1901 1.7870 16.9320 26.71 0.50 7.58 
ISO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
4.0613 -E5.B878 l.e045 16.6309 27.12 0.50 7.9<f 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAC 
4.3702 -58.6999 i.e:oe 16.3394 27.53 C.5C E.3t 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IA'.; 
4.6670 -61.6286 1.8398 16.0534 27. 94 0.5C 6."" 
ISO VCO T-KE T-MA FS ILCA1/ IA; 
Table 3 . 1 continue 
5. 0152 -64.6832 1.8598 15.7740 28.35 0.50 9.20 
ISO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IA0 5. 3577 -67.8814 1.8798 15.5021 28. 77 0.50 9.64 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 5. 71?2 -71.2422 1.8993 15.2378 29. 18 0.50 10.11 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILCAD IAO 6. 0957 -74.7905 1.9184 14.9807 29. 59 0.50 10.59 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 6. 4957 -78.5492 1.9372 14.7304 30. 00 C.50 1 » I t 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS A. Lt C A_i_ IAO 6. 9196 -82.5499 1.9558 14.4866 30. 41 0.50 11.65 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 7. 3703 -86.6241 1.9745 14.2487 30. 82 0.50 12.23 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS IAO 7. 8511 -91.4101 1.9933 14.0164 31. 23 C.50 12.85 
130 VCO T-MB T-MA FS X L C AD IAO 8. 3659 -96.3504 2.0124 13.7894 31. 64 0. :C 13.50 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILCAD IAO 3. 9194 -101.7043 2.0319 13.5673 32. 05 0.50 14.21 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILCAD IAO 
9. 5165 -107.5307 2.0519 13.3498 32. 46 0.50 14.98 
120 VCO T-MB T-MA FS IL'CAD IAO 
10. 1628 -113.8984 2.0735 13.1357 32. 87 0.50 15.81 
IEO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 1C. 8635 -120.9224 2.0944 12.9271 33. 29 0.50 16.72 
J. J J V VCO T-M3 T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
11. 63»5 -128.6915 2.1170 12.7212 33. 70 0.50 17.71 
IEO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
12. 4384 -137.3576 2.1406 12.5188 34. 11 0.50 18.81 
1BC VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
13. 4258 -147.0825 2.1666 12.3184 34. 52 0.50 20.03 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILCAD IAO 
14. 4633 -158.1087 2.1944 12.1202 34. 93 0.50 21. 39 
IEO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
15. 6407 -170.7009 2.2238 11.9243 35. 34 0.50 22.93 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
16. S627 -185.2518 2.2564 11.7290 35. 75 0.50 24.68 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
18. 4680 -202.2638 2.2927 11.5338 36. 16 0.50 26.69 
IBO VCO T-MB T-MA FS ILOAD IAO 
20, .1990 -222.3989 2.3334 11.3377 36 .57 0.50 29. o:< 
example, the values for i 0 A and T a are 11.11(amps) and 16.67( y 
s) respectively. The conduction i n t e r v a l for the diode(s) can 
be solved from eqs.(3.27) and (3.28) as: 
TD=14.7304 vs-9.8544 ys=4.876 y S (3.29) 
Also, the conduction i n t e r v a l for the switching device(s) Tg i s 
e a s i l y calculated as : 
T Q=T S-T D (3.30) 
Fig.3.5 and Fig.3.6 show the peak capacitor voltage and 
peak inductor current versus normalized switching 
f r e q u e n c y ( f s / f 0 ) . These can be plotted from eqs.(3.23) and 
(3.25) where d i f f e r e n t values of i 0 A correspond to d i f f e r e n t 
switching frequencies. Both peak values can also be seen from 
the state-plane t r a j e c t o r i e s which i s discussed i n the 
following section. 
When the switching frequency i s increased, the peak values 
of peak capacitor voltage and peak resonant current become 
larger and larger, and reach t h e i r maximum value at f s / f 0 = l . O , 
i . e . , the tank energy reach i t s maximum value when the 
switching frequency i s equal to the resonant frequency of the 
c i r c u i t . Fig.3.7 shows the plots on state plane. As switching 
frequency increases further, the devices sequence followed by 
D1-Q1-D2-Q2-D1 reveals the CCM operation for t h i s c i r c u i t . The 
larger t r a j e c t o r y correspond to the higher tank energy of the 
system. The s i z e of the trajectory decreases with increasing 
switching frequency, because the charge-discharge period for 
the resonant capacitor i s decreased. The nonlinear equations 
@.®8 ©.?§ ©.yg O.DS -0 
F i g . 3 . 5 Normalized peak capacitor voltage versus normalized 
frequency. 
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F i g . 3 . 6 Normalized peak inductor current versus normalized 
frequency. 


used f o r t h i s type of CCM operation are the same as (3.19), 
(3.21), and (3.22) with only d i f f e r e n t convergent points. 
3.3 State Plane Analysis Of PRC 
Due to the losses R included i n the c i r c u i t , the analysis 
for the resonant converters become more complicated. The 
nonlinear equations are solved with the help of computer 
programs. State-plane analysis i s another powerful technique 
to solve t h i s nonlinear c i r c u i t equations. 
3.3.1 PRC With Lumped Losses 
Consider the PRC c i r c u i t with a lumped losses R which 
includes the output f i l t e r loss, the switch loss, and the 
leakage inductance of the inductor. Modes of operation defined 
i n section 3.2 are used to show the ef f e c t of R i n PRC i n t h i s 
section. 
Refer to the equilibrium c i r c u i t for PRC i n mode A 
operation as shown i n Fig.3.4(a), the c i r c u i t equations can be 
written i n matrix form: 
+ | | : -
(3.31) 
Let = i R A - I , and v c l =v -V£ . Then (3.31) can be written as 
YcA' 
J-RA_ 
VcA1 0 -1/C 
J-R/L 1/L 0 I 
vcl 0 1/C v c l -f 
0 
_ i R l _ -1/L -R/L _ i R L -R/L (3.32) 
Normalizing a l l currents i n (3.32) with current factor 
V E/Z 0 and a l l voltages with VE , the following normalized 
equations can be obtained: 
v c l N — 0 0)0 V c l N + 0 
iRlN -w0 _2a iRlN -2a (3.33) 
where Z~, = J L / C , CO 0 = J T / L C , and a =R/2L. The subscript 'N' refers 
to the normalized variables. 
Let us introduce new state variables x xA and x2/\ . XjA = V C J N / 
and X 2 A = w0ifU|\| • The system equations are then written as: 
X i A = x 2 A 
X 2 A — 0) o 2 X x A -2 a X2A -2 a I (3.34) 
The state t r a j e c t o r i e s of PRC described by the nonlinear 
equation above behaves as stable focus or stable node on the 
phase plane, which depends on the c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the 
resonant c i r c u i t . I f the system i s operated i n underdamping 
condition, then the system behaves as a stable focus while the 
overdamping condition corresponding to the stable node. The 
state t r a j e c t o r i e s for both situations were shown i n Fig.2.8. 
Refer to the equivalent c i r c u i t for mode B operation shown 
in Fig.3.4(b). The c i r c u i t equations can be written as: 
vcB 
iRB 
1/C 
Rl RE 
v CB + 0 1/C ~ VE 
iRB_ 1 / L 0 I 
L = v -V cB E 
. Eq.(3.35) i s 
(3.35) 
* c l 0 1/C " v c l ~ 0 
i R l -1/L -R/L iRl ~r R/L 
— 
(3.36) 
Normalizing the currents and voltages i n the above equation 
v c l N 
iRlN - No -2( 
vclN 0 
iRlN 2a 
As before, l e t us introduce two new state variables 
x j B and x 2 B as 
x l B = v c l N 
X 2 B = iRlN 
with a l i t t l e manipulation, (3.37) i s then 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
x i B X 2 B 
X 2 B = " ^ x l B "2 aX 2 B+2aco 0 I N 
The system equation can therefore be written as 
x l B + 2 a x + co0 (x -2 a i N / 03O )-0 
(3.39) 
(3.40) i;B " %'~lB 
The above equation i l l u s t r a t e s the mode B operation of 
PRC. The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the system again depend on the 
natural frequency w0 and loss R of the c i r c u i t , stable node or 
stable focus corresponding to the c i r c u i t drivn under 
overdamping or underdamping conditions respectively. The state 
t r a j e c t o r i e s are s i m i l a r to those of Fig.2.8 but with d i f f e r e n t 
centers. 
A composite state trajectory under steady state operation 
of PRC i s shown i n Fig. 3.7 with the system drivn i n 
underdamping condition. This state trajectory i s composed of 
segments of stable focus t r a j e c t o r i e s . The ef f e c t of losses i n 
the c i r c u i t to the steady state c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of PRC w i l l be 
shown on the state plane i n the following section. 
3.3.2 Ideal C i r c u i t 
I f the losses described i n the c i r c u i t are negl i g i b l e , 
Eqs.(3.4), (3.7), (3.11), and (3.14) (which are the c i r c u i t 
equations f o r Mode A and Mode B respectively) can be modified 
as: 
j-RA (t)=V Esinw 0t/Z 0 + (i o A-I)costoot+I (3.41) 
v c A (t)=V E-V Ecoscoct+(i o A-I)Zosinco 0t (3.42) 
Referring to Fig.3.2, The c i r c u i t equations for A l mode are 
given by 
iRA ( t ) = - V E s i n w 0 t / Z 0 - ( i D A -I)cosco 0t-I (3.43) 
vcA (t)=-V E+V Ecosco 0t-(i D A -I)Z 0sinco 0t (3.44) 
and f o r A2 mode are given by 
i R A (t)=V Esinco 0t/Z 0+(i o A-I)cos o)0t+I (3.45) 
vCA (t)=V E-V E cosw 0t+(i o A-I)Z 0sinco 0t (3.46) 
S i m i l a r l y , the c i r c u i t equations for Bl mode are 
i R B (t) = (V E+V C Q ) s i n co0t/Z0 + (i o A+I)coso) 0t-I 
v c B (t) =VE - (VE +VCQ )coso3 0t+(i o A+I)Z 0sina) 0t 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
In B2 mode 
1RB (t)=-(V E+V C Q )sinco0t/Zb -(i o B+I)coso> 0t+I (3.49) 
V c B v E + ( ^ + V c o ) c o s c o d t - ( ^ B +I)Z 0sina) 0t (3.50) 
Normalizing a l l currents i n Eqs.(3.41) to (3.50) with a 
current f a c t o r V E/Z Q and a l l voltages with V E, s i m p l i f i e s the 
algebra and helps to generalize the re s u l t s . Eqs.(3.41) and 
(3.42) are combined to form the equation 
( IRN + IN ^ + ( V c N + 1 > 2 - 1 + ^ o A N ^ N >' • • • • A 1 < 3' 5 1> 
In A2 mode, (3.45) and (3.46) are combined 
2 2 2 
( I D M - I . . ) + (V u -1) = 1 + (I -I ) A2 (3.52) 
N cN oAN N 
S i m i l a r l y , the equations for mode B are given 
2 2 2 2 
( I R N + I N > + ( V c N _ 1 ) = ( 1 + V c ° N ) + ( IoBN+lN ) • • • B 1 < 3' 5 3) 
( I R N - I N )* + ( V c N + l ) 2 = ( l + V C O N S + ( I o B N + I N I ... B2 (3.54) 
The subscript 'N' refers to the normalized variables. V . 
cN 
and If^ |yj are chosen as the two normalized state variables for 
the c i r c u i t . The state t r a j e c t o r i e s i l l u s t r a t e d by Eqs.(3.51) 
to (3.54) shown i n Fig.3.8(a) to (d) are c i r c l e s where the 
r a d i i are determined by the i n i t i a l conditions of the c i r c u i t s 
under steady state operation. A composite state p o r t r a i t i s 
drawn from these four sets of state t r a j e c t o r i e s which 
completely characterizes the PRC for a given load current. A 
state p o r t r a i t with s p e c i f i c normalized load current I =0.5 i s 
shown i n Fig.3.9. The four sets of semicircles with centers 
and r a d i i are: 
center radius 
A2 i n t e r v a l ( V c N - l , ^ ) [1+( I q A N -I ) ]' 
2 2 h 
B2 i n t e r v a l ( V c N — 1 , % = I N > ^ 1 + v c o N > + ( 3oBN + :%] > ] A l i n t e r v a l (V CN—1# R^N ~~\ ) [ 1 + ( I o A N - I N ^ ^ 
Fig.3.8(b) State t r a j e c t o r i e s of PRC i n Mode B2 conduction 
i n t e r v a l . 
Fig.3.8(c) State t r a j e c t o r i e s of PRC i n Mode A l conduction 
i n t e r v a l s . 
B l i n t e r v a l ( V c N = i , l R N — i N ) [ (l+v c o N ) ' + ( l o A N +I N ) f 2 
Referring to Fig.3.9 and Fig.3.3. The labels (1), (2), (3), and (4) 
marked on the state plane each corresponds to A2, B2, A l , and 
Bl mode operation respectively. In t h i s type of C C M , the load 
current must not be greater than the peak resonant current, 
i . e . , the r a d i i i n A2 (Al) mode conduction i n t e r v a l [ l + ( I o A N 
- I N ) ] 2must be greater than I N . Therefore, i f the P R C i s 
designed f o r t h i s type of C C M operation, normalized load 
current greater than the peak resonant current should be 
avoided. As shown i n Fig.3.9, t r a j e c t o r i e s SI and S2 represent 
the switching boundaries under steady state operation, the 
equation f o r which can now be derived. 
Any point P ( V C N , I N ) °n the switching boundary with PA = p , 
A 
and PB = p B. We obtain 
P A = [ ( V c N - l ) 2 + ( I R N - I N ) 2 ] % = [ 1 + ( I Q A N - I N f ]H (3.55) 
PB = C ( V C N + 1 ) +(lRN"lN ) ]2=[l+(IoAN+lN ) ] ' (3.56) 
Subtract (3.56) from (3.55), yi e l d s 
VCN=I0AN IN (3.57) 
Substituting (3.57) into (3.55) to solve I R N , y i e l d s 
( l R N - I N ) 2 = I O A N + I N ^ O A N h ( 3 ' 5 8 ) 
Eqs.(3.57) and (3.58) are combined to get the following Eq. 
V ^ N [(1-1 N ) V l N l - ^ R N ^ N ) 2 = " I N (3.59) 
That i s , any point P ( V C N # I R K) which l i e s on the switching 
boundary SI must s a t i s f y Eq.(3.59) which i s the standard form 
of a hyperbola equation. This hyperbola i s centered at ( 0 , I N ) 
with a transverse axis magnitude of 21^ and a minor axis 
-6 -« -S -g -"0 ® 1 S 3 4 6 
Fig.3.9 Equilibrium state t r a j e c t o r i e s of PRC (ideal c i r c u i t ) 
f s < FO' - IN=0-5-
magnitude of 21 S N /(l-l^ . 
In the CCM with f s / f 0 > l . O , the waveforms for the capacitor 
voltage and the resonant current are shown i n Fig.3.10. The 
corresponding state p o r t r a i t by the other intersection of four 
sets of state t r a j e c t o r i e s discussed above i s shown i n 
Fi g . 3.11. The s i z e of the trajectory decreased with the 
increasing switching frequency. 
Both peak capacitor voltage and peak resonant current are 
e a s i l y seen from the VcN-IRN state plane as shown i n Fig.3.11. 
Fig.3.10fa) 5 Capacitor voltage waveform of PRC under - type CCM 
operation. 
i® 
Fig.3.10(b) Inductor current waveform of PRC under 
operation. 
- type CCM 

CHAPTER IV 
CONTROL STRATEGIES OF RESONANT CONVERTERS 
The control strategies for the Pulse Width Modulated (PWM) 
converters and resonant converters are quite d i f f e r e n t . In a 
PWM converter, the output f i l t e r has a time constant much 
larger than the switching intervals of the converters. The 
output i s regulated by c o n t r o l l i n g the energy input to the 
f i l t e r . By varying the duty cycle to vary the energy input to 
the f i l t e r i s a straightforward method to implement a feedback 
control configuration. Therefore, the duty cycle control laws 
i n PWM converters play an important role i n predicting the 
dynamic properties of the converters. 
In resonant converters, the control of the energy storage 
elements L and C i n the c i r c u i t are the two important factors 
to be considered. The output i s controlled i n d i r e c t l y through 
the control of tank energy ((Lio 2 +Cvc2 )/2.0). The state 
t r a j e c t o r y indicates the resonant tank energy stored i n the 
c i r c u i t at which the c i r c u i t i s operating. Therefore, the use 
of state plane technique i s employed to analyze the control of 
the resonant converters. 
Several control methods are i d e n t i f i e d and t h e i r 
performance evaluated based on t h e i r s t a b i l i t y and transient 
behavior to the control input. A l l the control methods 
discussed i n t h i s chapter are followed by the state-plane 
analysis with nonlinear c i r c u i t , that i s , state t r a j e c t o r i e s 
are constructed from the solutions of the nonlinear c i r c u i t 
equations i n the l a s t two chapters. 
4.1 Methods Of Control In SRC 
4.1.1 Capacitor-voltage Control 
In t h i s section, the magnitude of the capacitor voltage i s 
considered to be the factor to control the series resonant 
converters. Referring to Fig.2.2, where the SRCs are operating 
i n the + type CCM, once the freewheeling diode Dl (or D2) 
conducts, the capacitor voltage starts to f a l l . The control 
laws are established by the operation i n the diode conduction 
i n t e r v a l s . Fig.4.1 shows the response of the system to a step 
change to a control capacitor voltage from Vcor =1.2875 which 
corresponds to the trajectory Ti to capacitor voltage VC0|\| 
=2.0 with t r a j e c t o r y T2- The p o l a r i t y of the capacitor voltage 
i s considered to determine which switching device i s turned on. 
In the DCM operation, both i p , and v c remain the same values i n 
the i n t e r v a l when none of the devices conducts. Therefore, 
t h i s method cannot be applied to the DCM operation of SRCs. 
Let the i n i t i a l steady state operating trajectory be 
Ti and l e t the command to change occurred when the system was 
at point P, the control allows the system operation to continue 
on the same tr a j e c t o r y Tl u n t i l the control law i n t h i s case, 
VcoN =2.0 i s s a t i s f i e d . The switching device (Ql) i s turned 
on at point S, and the capacitor charge to a peak value; the 
Fig.4.Kb) Capacitor voltage control for PRC from V C 0 N =1.2875 
to VCON =2.0; V Q N=0.5. 
resonant current goes to zero and reverse through the diode 
(D2) . The diode (D2) keeps on conducting u n t i l the trajectory-
reaches S2 where the other control law V C O N =-2.0 i s 
s a t i s f i e d . The pattern repeats. The transient takes several 
cycles to s e t t l e down. The response i s asymptotic and 
non-oscillatory, that i s , an overdamped response. 
I t i s found from the state p o r t r a i t that when the output 
voltage i s low, the response of the system to the step change 
i s extremely slow. For example, Fig.4.1(b) shows the the 
response of the system to a step change to a capacitor voltage 
from VcoN =1.2875 to VCoN =2.0 with normalized output 
voltage VoN=0.2. The system takes more cycles to s e t t l e down. 
This can be seen from the d i f f e r e n t responses of t r a j e c t o r i e s 
i n Fig.4.1(a) and (b) with output voltage V0|\|=0.5 and 0.2 
respectively-
The non-ideal c i r c u i t makes t h i s control method successful 
due to the f a c t that i n the los s l e s s operation, a l l equilibrium 
t r a j e c t o r i e s have the same capacitor voltage of value zero at 
the switching instants under the condition of V c N =0. 
Therefore, t h i s method w i l l not function i n the i d e a l c i r c u i t 
under t h i s condition. 
4.1.2 Frequency Control 
The sum of conduction inte r v a l s of switching device(s) and 
diode(s) being the control law, the elapsed time t e which i s 
defined as the time i n t e r v a l between the two switching points 
i s c a l c u l a t e d as 
te=TQ+TD (4.1) 
where Tg and T D are defined as the conduction inte r v a l s for 
switching device(s) and diode(s). In the CCM operation, the 
conduction i n t e r v a l s are given from Table 2.1. For example, 
Fig.4.2 shows the response of the system to a step change to a 
control frequency from f s=0.7f Q which corresponds to trajectory 
Ti to frequency f s=0.82f 0 with trajectory T2, where fs i s the 
switching frequency and f 0 i s the resonant frequency. The 
normalized output voltage i n t h i s case, i s V 0 N=0.5, the control 
law i s te=14.8382 ( y s) . When the elapsed time reaches the 
value set by the control law, Q1(Q2) i s then turned on. The 
response i s obviously o s c i l l a t o r y . 
In the DCM operation, the time i n t e r v a l (t*2 -t2) as shown 
i n Fig.2.4, i s a factor which should be included i n the 
ca l c u l a t i o n of the elapsed time. The control i s time-dependent 
and cannot be marked e x p l i c i t l y on the state plane 
(two-dimensional). 
4.1.3 Diode-conduction-angle Control 
F i g . 4 . 2 Frequency control for SRC from f s/f0=0.7 to f s/f 0=0.82 
V 0 N = 0 . 5 . 
F i g . 4 . 3 ( a ) Diode-conduction-angle control for PRC from 6 D = 7 6 . 9 * 
to 0 D = 1 3 8 . 4 ' ; V 0 N=0.5. 
A straightforward measurement of the conduction angle of 
the diode on the state plane forms the control law for t h i s 
method. The conduction angle of diode affects the conduction 
angle of switching device. Therefore, t h i s control method acts 
as a two-state control. The response of the system to the step 
change i n the control input i s shown i n Fig.4.3. In 
Fig.4.3(a), the response i s from 6D=76.9' which corresponds to 
t r a j e c t o r y T l to fn. =138.4' with trajectory T2, while i n 
Fig.4.3(b), the response i s frome D =105.2" which corresponds to 
t r a j e c t o r y T l to 0 =80.4 with trajectory T2. I t i s interesting 
to note that the response i s slow when the step change c a l l s 
f o r an increase i n switching frequency. However, a fast 
response r e s u l t s when the switching frequency i s reduced. 
In the DCM operation, the time i n t e r v a l (tz -t?) i n 
Fig.2.4 i s included i n the measurement of diode conduction 
i n t e r v a l to e s t a b l i s h the control law. The control law i n t h i s 
case, i s 
t e = v + ( t 2 - t 2 ) (4.2) 
4.1.4 Switching-device-conduction-angle Control 
The conduction angle of the switching device i s affected 
by the i n i t i a l values of the c i r c u i t (or conduction angle of 
the diode). The angle must be computed at every instant along 
the former diode-conduction trajectory. Fig.4.4 shows the 
response of the system from 0p =114.6 which corresponds to 
t r a j e c t o r y T i to 6 D =143.2 with trajectory T2. The response 
mm 
Fig.4.3(b) Diode-conduction-angle control for SRC from 0 D=1Q5.2° 
to 0D=8O.4* ; V Q N = 0 . 5 . 
Fig.4.4 Switching-device-conduction-angle control for SRC 
from 90=114.6* to 80=143.2'; V 0 N = 0 . 5 . 
runs away and the control law results i n an unstable system. 
The control method i m p l i c i t l y predicts the conduction angle of 
the switching device, and which behaves as a non-causal system. 
There are several control methods for SRCs discussed i n 
[10] and [11]. In [11] both average resonant current and peak 
capacitor voltage are controlled. This makes an uninterrupted 
and symmetrical operation of multiphase SRCs possible. 
4.2 Methods Of Control In PRCs 
A l l the control methods which are applicable to the 
operation of SRCs are also available to that of PRCs. As 
mentioned i n the above section, single-state or two-state 
control of resonant converters i s related to the frequency 
control i m p l i c i t l y - Since the discussions of PRCs on the state 
plane involves more geometry, the control methods are more 
complicated. The control laws are established by the modes of 
operations discussed i n Chapter 3. Capacitor-voltage control, 
frequency control, and Diode-conduction-angle control are 
i l l u s t r a t e d by examples. A new control method named Optimal 
Control i s outlined and i t s implementation explored. 
4.2.1 Capacitor-voltage Control 
The capacitor voltage i t s e l f forms the control law. 
Fig.4.5 shows the response of the system to a step change to a 
capacitor voltage from VCoN=1.4 which corresponds to the 
tr a j e c t o r y T i to capacitor voltage Vco[=1.0 with trajectory T2. 
The switching points e x i s t i n the II and the IV quadrants only-
The system under t h i s method of control reveals a stable 
system. The response i s asymptotic and non-oscillatory, that 
i s , an overdamped response. 
4.2.2 Frequency Control 
The control law i s established by the sum of conduction 
i n t e r v a l s of Mode A and Mode B operations. Fig.4.6 shows the 
response of the system to a control frequency from 
f s=0.8f 0 which corresponds to the trajectory T l to 
fs=0.71f 0 with t r a j e c t o r y T 2 . The response i s o s c i l l a t o r y and 
the system under the frequency control i s a stable system. 
4.2.3 Diode-conduction-angle Control 
The control law i s established by measuring the conduction 
angle of the diode which l i e s i n Mode A operation. At the 
point which inductor current goes to zero and reverses through 
the diode, the c a l c u l a t i o n of the conduction angle of the diode 
begins. The diode continues to conduct u n t i l the control law 
i s s a t i s f i e d and Ql(or Q2) i s then turned on, which i s the 
point when Mode B operation s t a r t s . Fig.4.7 shows the response 
of the system to a control input change from eD =65 to 6 D = 7 7 ' . 


4.2.4 Optimal Control 
Based on the discussions above, the transient behavior of 
PRC to a control input i s dependent on the sizes of trajectory 
and the load current. Therefore, calculations of the radius 
for each mode of operation discussed i n Chapter 3 should be 
done f i r s t . Based on these values, the system dynamics of 
d i f f e r e n t control methods are found. A control method, using 
the s i z e of the t r a j e c t o r i e s as the control law i s then 
obtained. 
Fig.4.8 shows the response of the system to a step change 
to a control frequency from co 2 which corresponds to the 
tr a j e c t o r y T2 to frequency 003 with trajectory T 3. Similarly, 
the response of the system to a step change i n control 
frequency from col to co 2 can be represented by t r a j e c t o r i e s 
T l and T2 respectively. 
The v a r i a b l e p here i s the distance between the location 
for each state and the center for each mode. The centers for 
each mode of conduction i n t e r v a l were shown i n section 3.2. 
The control c i r c u i t computes the radius p from the 
instantaneous values of i R , v c , load current I and source 
voltage V E . The values f o r p are derived as follows: 
2 2 ^  
p = {(VcN+1) + ( I R N-JN) ) A 2 i n t e r v a l IRN<0, VCN >0. (4.3) 
2 2 ^  
P = {(VcN-1) + (IRN+IN) ) A 1 i n t e r v a l I R N>0, V c N <0. (4.4) 
2 2 % 
p = {(VcN+1) + ($N + IN) > A 2 i n t e r v a l I R N <0, V c N <0. (4.5) 
*1 
Fig.4.8 Optimal control for PRC. 
p - {( v c N _ 1 ) + ( I R N - I n ) > A l i n t e r v a l I R N >0, V c N>0. (4.6) 
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) correspond to the response to a 
small step change i n the control input from T 2 to T 3. The 
switching points e x i s t i n either the fourth or the second 
quadrant which corresponding to A2 or A l i n t e r v a l . p i s the 
distance between the point which l i e s on the trajectory and the 
center of mode B. Similarly, equations (4.5) and (4.6) 
correspond to the response to a large step change i n the 
control input from T l to T2 . In t h i s case, the switching points 
exi s t i n e i t h e r the f i r s t or the t h i r d quadrant, p i s the 
distance between the point which l i e s on the trajectory and the 
center of mode A. 
Let us examine the response of the system to a step change 
in control input from T 2 to T 3 i n Fig. 4.8. Let the i n i t i a l 
steady state operating trajectory be and l e t the command to 
change occurred when the system was at point S. I f a switching 
occurs at the nearest t r a n s i t i o n point C2, the new frequency 
requirement w i l l not be s a t i s f i e d . Therefore, the control 
allows the system operation to continue on the same trajectory 
on which point S l i e s u n t i l i t intersects the trajectory T 3 at 
SI. Here the operating frequency i s co3 . I f the switching 
occurs at t h i s point, the system w i l l assume a new steady state 
t r a j e c t o r y T 3 corresponding to 003 . In the actual c i r c u i t , the 
above strategy i s ca r r i e d out by allowing Dl to conduct u n t i l 
the c o n t r o l u n i t recognizes that the state p o r t r a i t has reached 
point SI. 
Now consider the response corresponding to a larger step 
change i n control input from T i to T 2. The control maintains 
the system operation on the equilibrium trajectory 
Ti i n i t i a l l y . Let the system reach point C3. Here the 
v a r i a b l e p does not s a t i s f y the new trajectory T 2 . Therefore, 
Q2 i s not switched on u n t i l the trajectory reaches S2 which 
s a t i s f i e s Eq.(4.5) above. The new state trajectory T 2 i s 
established thereafter. 
With the help of a microcomputer, the instantaneous values 
of i R , v c , load current I and source voltage V E are tracked. 
These values are used to decide the switching instant of the 
system based on the Eqs. (4.3) to (4.6) as shown i n Fig.4.9. 
By using t h i s control method, the transients between two 
d i f f e r e n t switching frequencies are kept to a minimum. Also, 
the system reaches a new steady state i n a minimum time. For 
example, as the control l o g i c shown i n Fig.4.9, the responses 
of the system to the step changes i l l u s t r a t e d i n Fig.4.8 are 
plotted by the computer programs as shown i n Fig.4.10(a) and 
(b) . The response takes about 3.3 y s for a step change from 
T2 to T3 . With the same step change i n the steady-state 
t r a j e c t o r y , system takes 74 y s to reach the new steady state 
under capacitor voltage control; 121.7 u s i s needed i f the 
system i s under frequency control, and the diode conduction 
angle c o n t r o l takes 109.5 y s to reach the new steady state. 


SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The resonant converters with open loop frequency control 
were simulated using SPICE2 and ICD (Interactive C i r c u i t 
Design) network analysis programs. 
5.2 ICD SIMULATION 
The Interactive C i r c u i t Design Program (ICD) features DC, 
transient, and small-signal frequency analysis. The program 
includes coupled and uncoupled losses transmission l i n e s , for 
line a r and nonlinear electronic c i r c u i t s . A model l i b r a r y 
f a c i l i t y allows users to create several c i r c u i t s or models. A 
bipolar model for the power transistor defined i n Program 5.1 
i s an example showing the piecewise-linear model for the diodes 
and t r a n s i s t o r s . The operating frequency of the c i r c u i t was 
chosen as 4.54 KHz with a resonant frequency of 8.33 KHz. The 
duty cycle i n the program i s 0.454. The 'LIN' function here i s 
used to l i n e a r i z e and simulate the nonlinear diode model. 
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Fig.5.1 SPICE2 and ICD simulation c i r c u i t . 
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R l 
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(D 
(c) 
Model of BJT inside the c i r c u i t . 
(d) 
Ebers-Moll model for the PJT. 
(e) 
Actual diode model 
(f) 
Linearized model for diode. 
(g) 
Piecewise linearized model 
for diode. 
Fig.5.1 (Continued\, 
5.2.1 C i r c u i t With Non-ideal Components -
Referring to Figure 5.1, the c i r c u i t components used i n 
the simulation were: Input DC voltage = 120 V, L = 74 Micro 
Henry, and C = 4.9 Micro Farads. The losses existed i n the 
c i r c u i t were lumped as a small 0.38 Ohm r e s i s t o r R. 
Figures 5.1 (a) and (b) give the transient waveforms for 
the inductor current and the capacitor voltage with i n i t i a l 
conditions set to zero. I t can be seen that the f i r s t peak of 
the inductor current i s about 30 A and i t occurs at 30 
microseconds. The i n i t i a l capacitor peak i s about 215 V. In 
about 1.4 milliseconds, the c i r c u i t behavior appears to have 
reached steady-state. The capacitor voltage can be seen to be 
about 240 V. This i s indeed the expected value and i s twice 
the input DC voltage. 
5.2.2 C i r c u i t With Ideal Components -
Here, the value of R = 0. However, the ICD program did 
not work s a t i s f a c t o r i l y when the value of the r e s i s t o r was set 
to zero. We have been unable to i s o l a t e the reason. As a 
p r a c t i c a l approach to carrying out the simulation, we used a 
very small value, one thousandth of the r e s i s t o r value used i n 
the case of the lossy c i r c u i t (and therefore, one m i l l i o n t h of 
the l o s s e s ) . Such a modification helps the simulation work and 
the corresponding r e s u l t s are sa t i s f a c t o r y . 
************************************************** 
*********************************************************** 
ICD SIMULATION PROGRAM(1) 
CIRCUIT BEING SIMULATED: 
RESONANT FREQUENCY=8.33KHZ 
SWITCHING FREQUENCY=4.54KHz 
TRANSISTOR AND DIODE : LINEAR MODEL (LIN) 
TRIGGERING PULSE: PTIME 
TRANSIENT RESPONSE 
*********************************************************** 
*********************************************************** 
***** PARAMETER DEF. ******* 
E l , 6-l=Pl 
E2, 3-6=P2 
L3, 6-B=P3 
C4, B-A=P4 
R5, A-G=P5 
Q7, G-4-l=MODEL TTR 
Q8, 3-5-G=MODEL TTR 
Q9, l-G-G=MODEL TTR 
Q10, G-3-3=MODEL TTR 
J l l , G-4=X11(P7,P8) 
J12, 3-5=X12(P9,P10) 
MODEL TTR, E-B-C 
J l , B-E=X1(VJ1) 
J2, B-C=X2(VJ2) 
J3, C-B=X3(P80,IJ1) 
XI: Y l LIN 0 0 .1 4.8E-8 .6 13.8E-3 .7 .68 .8 32.7 
X2: Y l LIN 0 0 .1 4.8E-8 .6 12.8E-3 .7 .60 .8 30.0 
X3: Y1*Y2 
X l l : PTIME LIN 0 0 1 5 99 5 100 0 110 0 
X12: PTIME LIN 0 0 110 0 111 5 209 5 210 0 
PI: 120 
P2: 120 
P3: 74 
P4: 4.9 
P5: 0.38 
P7: 0.0 
P8: 220 
P9: 110 
P10: 330 
P80: 0.99 
T 
4>®3> (B£.@ £i<Bffl IS©® H^ JiI 
Fig.5.2(a) Inductor current waveform of simulation c i r c u i t , 
(program 5.1(a)). 
WM H§£<9 V&M H(Sfi'© 
Fig.5.2(b) Capacitor voltage waveform of simulation c i r c u i t , 
(program 5.1(a)) 
Program 5.1(b) 
* * * A A A A * * * A A A A * A * * * A A * * * A A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
* * * * * * * * * * A A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * A * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
ICD SIMULATION PROGRAM(2): HEAVIER LOAD 
****** PARAMETER DEF. A A A A A A A 
E l , 
E2, 
E3, 
E4, 
RE, 
R6, 
C7, 
LB, 
R9, 
RIO, 
1-2=P1 
7-l=P2 
3-2=P3 
5-G=P4 
B-G=P5 
9-8=P6 
9- 8=P7 
1-9=P8 
10- 4=P9 
20-6=P10 
(ZERO SOURCE) 
(ZERO SOURCE) 
E l l , G-10=T11(TIME) 
E12, 7-20=T12(TIME) 
Ql. G-4-3=M0DEL TTR 
Q2, 7-6-5=M0DEL TTR 
Q3, 2-G-G=M0DEL TTR 
Q4, G-7-7«M0DEL TTR 
MODEL TTR, E-B-C 
31. B-E=X1(VJ1) 
32, B-C=X2(VJ2) 
J3. C-E=X3(P11,IJ1> 
J4, E-B=X3(P22,IJ2) 
0 C IE-3 5 0. 099 9 0.1 
"> . 
A J- A. - C 0 0.2 C 0.211 5 0.299 
XI: Yl LIN T i l 
X2: Yl LIN T12 
X2: Yi*Y2 
XI1 : PTIME LIN C 0 1 5 99 5 
XI 2: PTIME LIN 0 0 110 0 111 
PI: 120 
F2: 120 
F3: 0.0 
P4 : 0.0 
PS: 0.0003 
P£: 0. 012 
P7: 4.9 
PB: 74 
PS: 5 
PIO: c 
P1I : 0.99 
P22: 0.5 
0 0.4 
5 C.3 0.4 
100 0 
5 209 
110 0 
5 210 0 
ffi DCS X.C® SwO (g^ Qi VflS jg®^  iitt-C' 
Fig.5.3(a) Capacitor voltage waveform of simulation c i r c u i t , 
(program 5.1(b)) 
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Fig.5. 3(b) Inductor current waveform of simulation c i r c u i t , 
(program 5.1(b)) 
Figures 5.2 (a) and (b) give the transient waveforms for 
the capacitor voltage and the inductor current for zero i n i t i a l 
conditions. An examination of the capacitor voltage reveals 
the unbalance that exists during the transient region. The 
p o s i t i v e capacitor voltage i s smaller than the negative 
voltage. However, as steady-state approaches the two halves of 
the voltages become symmetrical. The inductor current 
waveforms c l e a r l y i l l u s t r a t e the conduction of the t r a n s i s t o r s 
and the diodes. 
5.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE ICD SIMULATION 
A number of d i f f i c u l t i e s were encountered during the 
simulation using Interactive C i r c u i t Design. These were: 
A. I n a b i l i t y to handle high frequency operation of the 
converter 
In order to s a t i s f a c t o r i l y employ the ICD simulation 
program, we had to keep the operating frequency of the 
converter at 4.54 kHz. The simulation did not work at the 
more p r a c t i c a l frequency of 30 kHz. I t gave us 'the 
minimum step-size error'. 
B. I n a b i l i t y to handle accurate t r a n s i s t o r models 
Figure 5.1 (c) shows the basic bipolar t r a n s i s t o r 
model while used inside a c i r c u i t . F i g . 5.1 (d) shows the 
Ebers-Moll model for the BJT alone. This model did not 
work i n the ICD simulation very well. The exact model for 
the diode shown i n F i g . 5.1 (e) or the l i n e a r i z e d model i n 
(f) also d i d not give good simulation r e s u l t s . The only 
diode model which worked was the piece-wise l i n e a r model 
given i n F i g . 5.1 (g). 
5.4 SIMULATION USING SPICE 2 
In order to increase the operating frequency of the 
simulating c i r c u i t , SPICE2 was used. A l i s t i n g of the codes 
used f o r simulation i s given i n Program 5.2. A p a i r of high 
speed MOSFETs were used as the switching devices. In t h i s 
case, the operating frequency was 30.0 kHz while the resonant 
frequency was 41.09 KHz. The value of the resonant inductor 
was 50 micro henries and that of the resonant capacitor was 0.3 
micro farads. The losses were assumed to be i n the form of a 
lumped r e s i s t o r of 0.3 Ohms i n series with the resonant 
c i r c u i t . 
The r e s u l t s of the simulation are shown i n Figure 5.4. 
The ' +' marks indicate the inductor current and the 1 * 1 marks 
indicate the capacitor voltage. The results were as expected 
and the simulation worked very well. However, SPICE 
simulations s u f f e r from t h e i r general l i m i t a t i o n s . SPICE does 
not allow the user to e a s i l y invade the c i r c u i t with system 
functions. Therefore, the complete system with the actual 
control c i r c u i t s cannot be simulated. Yet, SPICE2 was found to 
Program 5.2 
******* 7-SEP-86 ******* SPICE 2G.5 (10AUG81) *******14:27:13***** 
RESONANT CONVETER 
**** INPUT LISTING TEMPERATURE - 27.000 DEG C 
*********************************************************************** 
* ********************************* 
.WIDTH OUT-80 
VI 2 1 DC 80 
V2 1 6 DC 80 
LI 1 5 50U 
R2 4 3 0.3 
R3 3 0 100000.0 
C4 3 0 0.3U 
VN 5 4 0 
RBI 9 7 5 
RB2 10 8 5 
Ml 2 7 0 0 FET1 
M2 0 8 6 6 FET1 
Dl 0 2 DIODE1 
D2 6 0 DIODE1 
V7 9 0 PULSE(0 5 0 0.1US 0.1US 10.15US 33.33US) 
V8 10 6 PULSE(0 5 16.67US 0.1US 0.1US 10.15US 33.33US) 
.MODEL FET1 NMOS VTO 3 KP 4 
.MODEL DIODE1 D 
.TRAN 1US 200US 
.PLOT TRAN V(3) I(VN) 
.OPTION LIMPTS-20001 LVLTIM=2 
.OPTION NOPAGE 
.OPTION ITL5-0 
.END 
**** DIODE MODEL PARAMETERS TEMPERATURE = 27.000 DEG C 
DIODE1 
IS 1.00D-14 
**** MOSFET MODEL PARAMETERS TEMPERATURE - 27.000 DEG C 
FET1 
TYPE NMOS 
LEVEL 1.000 
VTO 3.000 
KP 4.00D+00 
**** INITIAL 
NODE VOLTAGE 
( 1) 0.0000 
( 5) 0.0000 
( 9) 0.0000 
TRANSIENT SOLUTION 
NODE VOLTAGE 
( 2) 80.0000 
( 6) -80.0000 
( 10) -80.0000 
TEMPERATURE 
NODE VOLTAGE 
( 3) 0.0000 
( 7) 0.0000 
27.000 DEG C 
NODE VOLTAGE 
( 4) 0.0000 
( 8) -80.0000 
VOLTAGE SOURCE CURRENTS 
NAME CURRENT 
VI -1.909D-10 
V2 -1.909D-10 
VN 0.000D+00 
V7 O.OOOD+OO 
V8 0.000D+00 
TOTAL POWER DISSIPATION 3.06D-08 WATTS 
**** OPERATING POINT INFORMATION TEMPERATURE - 27.000 DEG C 
**** DIODES 
Dl D2 
MODEL DTDDEI DIODE1 
ID -8.00E-11 -8.00E-11 
VD -80.000 -80.000 
**** MOSFETS 
Ml M2 
MODEL FET1 FET1 
ID 3.09E-11 3.09E-11 
VGS 0.000 0.000 
VDS 80.000 80.000 
VBS 0.000 0.000 
**** TRANSIENT ANALYSIS TEMPERATURE - 27.000 DEG C 
LEGEND: 
*: V(3) 
+: I(VN) 
TIME 
(*)• 
V(3) 
•2.000D+02 -1.000D+02 O.000D+00 1.000D+02 2.000D+02 
(+)• 
0.000D+00 
1.000D-06 
2.000D-06 
3.000D-06 
4.000D-06 
5.000D-06 
6.000D-06 
7.000D-06 
8.000D-06 
9.000D-06 
1.000D-05 
1.100D-05 
1.200D-05 
1.300D-05 
1.400D-05 
1.500D-05 
1.600D-05 
1.700D-05 
1.800D-05 
1.900D-05 
2.000D-05 
2.100D-05 
2.200D-05 
2.300D-05 
2.400D-05 
2.500D-05 
2.600D-05 
2.700D-05 
2.800D-05 
2.900D-05 
3.000D-05 
3.100D-05 
3.200D-05 
3.300D-05 
3.400D-05 
3.500D-05 
3.600D-05 
3.700D-05 
3.800D-05 
3.900D-05 
4.000D-05 
4.100D-05 
4.200D-05 
-5.000D+00 0.000D+00 
O.OO0D+00 . X 
2.558D+00 . + * 1.063D+01 . + 2.154D+01 . . + * 3.846D+01 . * 5.538D+01 . + . * 
7.239D+01 . + . * 
8.983D+01 . + .* 
1.073D+02 . *+ 1.247D+02 . * .+ 1.391D+02 . * . + 
1.467D+02 . * 1.445D+02 . * + •1.380D+02 . * •1.275D+02 . * 1.148D+02 . * . 
1.014D+02 . 
8.482D+01 . 
6.093D+01 . * •3.426D+01 . * •7.590D+00 . 
1.908D+01 . * 4.485D+01 . • 
6.791D+01 . 
9.097D+01 . • • 
1.140D+02 . • • 
1.356D+02 . • • 
1.523D+02 . • • 
1.579D+02 . • + . 
1.542D+02 . • + 1.460D+02 . + • 1.326D+02 . . + • 
1.187D+02 . • 
1.006D+02 . + . • 
7.977D+01 . + • 5.317D+01 . + • 2.650D+01 . + * 1.690D-01 . + 2.684D+01 . + 5.088D+01 . + . * • 
7.432D+01 . + * • 9.775D+01 . + * • 1.212D+02 . X . • 
5.000D+00 1.000D+01 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
*+ 
+ * 
* 
* 
Fig.5.4 Capacitor voltage and inductor current waveforms of the simulation 
res u l t in program 5.2. 
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Fig.5.4 continue 
be more user f r i e n d l y and the simulation re s u l t s l e s s l i m i t i n g . 
The inductor current and capacitor voltage reached steady-state 
i n several cycles as can be seen from the r e s u l t s . 
5.5 HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
A p a r a l l e l resonant converter with open-loop frequency 
control has been b u i l t . The power and control c i r c u i t s for the 
converter are shown i n Fig.5.5. The c i r c u i t i s designed for 2 
kW operation. This c i r c u i t i s i d e n t i c a l to that used i n the 
SPICE2 simulation so that the experimental re s u l t s could be 
used f o r comparison. However, bipolar t r a n s i s t o r s were 
employed i n the hardware c i r c u i t instead of power FETs. 
For the c i r c u i t , a normalized switching frequency of 
f s / f o = 0.64 and a normalized load current I N of 0.5 A was 
used. The experimental and predicted results are shown i n 
Fig.5.6. The r e s u l t s are i n good agreement even near the peaks 
of the waveforms. 
In the experimental set up a nominal normalized current of 
0.5 A was used. For a switching frequency of 30 kHz, the 
steady state voltages and currents as well as the conduction 
periods of the t r a n s i s t o r (and diodes) were calculated and 
printed o f f - l i n e . Table 3.1 gives these data. The output of 
the control c i r c u i t can be adjusted to achieve the required 
switching frequency as well as the required duty cycle. Since 
the t r a n s i s t o r i s on when the control waveform i s present, i n 

P A R T S L I S T F O R T H E 
P O W E R C I R C U I T 
Ql, Q2 (Switching transistors) Motorola 2N6547 
D5, D6 (Free wheeling diodes) FRP1620) 
D7,D8: MUR1540 
D l l , D12: (Not esse n t i a l for the bipolar c i r c u i t ) 
C7 (C8), R7 (R8) : 10 MICRO F, 2 OHMS 
C5 (C6), R6 (C6) : 0.2 MICRO F, 330 OHMS 
R3, (R4): 100 kOHMS 
C2 (C3): 3.3 MICRO FARADS 
D1,D2,D3,D4 400 V DIODE BRIDGE 
Cl : 1400 MICROFARAD, 400 V 
CO : 3330 MICROFARAD, 200 V 
L0 : 4 MICRO HENRY 
C4 : 0.3 MICROFARAD, 600 V (RESONANT CAPACITOR) 
LI : 50 MICRO HENRY (RESONANT INDUCTOR) 
D13, D14 : MBR20035CT 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS 
The analysis of resonant converters i s complicated due to 
the the n o n l i n e a r i t i e s that ex i s t i n the switching topologies. 
In t h i s work, i t has been shown that the output (current or 
voltage) and the switching frequency are the two control 
parameters required to characterize the operation of resonant 
converters. 
A piecewise-linear system switching between possible 
l i n e a r modes of operation i s used to analyze the system 
dynamics. A system with lumped losses R which includes the 
switching loss, the output f i l t e r loss, and the leakage 
inductance was discussed. Manipulations of the c i r c u i t 
equations by choosing the capacitor voltage and inductor 
current as the two state variables of the system shows that the 
system behaves as a stable focus or a stable node on the 
state-plane. Usually, the system i s underdamped. Therefore, a 
composite state trajectory combined by the stable-focus 
t r a j e c t o r i e s i s given as an example. 
Based on the concepts described above, the state plane 
analysis i s found to be a powerful method which c l e a r l y 
portrays the steady state and transient operation of resonant 
converters. The anomalous sequences of conduction i n p r a c t i c a l 
systems are e a s i l y explained on the state plane. Steady-state 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of resonant converters are determined by 
s o l v i n g the nonlinear equations simultaneously. These 
numerical r e s u l t s give the equilibrium points of the system. 
The peak stresses of the components, the conduction angle of 
the devices, and the system dynamics are e a s i l y determined from 
the t r a j e c t o r i e s on the state plane. 
The i d e a l l o s s l e s s resonant c i r c u i t s are also considered. 
Assuming that the c i r c u i t losses are ne g l i g i b l e , the analysis 
of the converters becomes simple and the features of the 
converters on the state plane are brought out i n a clear 
manner. Equations for the switching boundary i n both SRC and 
PRC are derived under t h i s assumption. I t has been shown that 
t h i s boundary i s a hyperbola. The switching boundary gives the 
needed switching point and the stresses of the components. 
Several control strategies for the resonant converter were 
investigated. The s t a b i l i t y i s the f i r s t c r i t e r i o n to be 
considered i n the control system. The response to the step 
change i n control input i s plotted on the state plane and the 
nature of the response of the system was evaluated. 
The SRC i s viewed as a piecewise-linear model switching 
between possible l i n e a r modes of operation. Four topological 
modes correspond to the intervals when devices Ql, Dl, Q2, and 
D2 conduct were subdivided. Another topological mode occurs 
when none of the devices conducts. Based on the 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of these d i f f e r e n t modes of operation of the 
system, the c i r c u i t equations were derived and solved. 
Time-response solutions of the system were determined using the 
Laplace transforms even though other methods can also be 
employed. The state p o r t r a i t on the state plane also shows the 
re l a t i o n s h i p between states and frequency of the system. 
The large-signal dynamics of the system are i l l u s t r a t e d i n 
the discussions of control strategies of resonant converters i n 
Chapter 4. Several methods of control are explored for the 
SRCs. The use of the state-plane technique to define the 
control problem reveals the powerfulness and effectiveness of 
t h i s method over other techniques. Different control methods 
are i d e n t i f i e d and t h e i r responses are e a s i l y shown on the 
state-plane. The switching-device-conduction-angle control 
reveals that the prediction of the conduction period of 
switching device(s) i s not a preferable control method. The 
r e s u l t s show the unstable response of the system under t h i s 
control method. 
Capacitor-voltage control i s a simple control method. 
However, i f the output voltage i s very high the response takes 
several cycles to reach steady-state. This being a 
time-consuming si t u a t i o n , the method may not be suitable i n 
some applications e s p e c i a l l y i n high frequency operation. 
Frequency control method produces an o s c i l l a t o r y response. 
The response to a step change i n the control input follows 
several cycles of output response before steady-state i s 
achieved. The response i s highly o s c i l l a t o r y i n comparison 
with the capacitor voltage control. However, i t has the 
a b i l i t y to handle discontinuous current mode operation because 
i t measures the elapsed time of the conduction periods of 
diode(s) and switching device(s). 
Another simple control method for SRC i s 
diode-conduction-angle control, which produces a 
non-oscillatory response. However, the time responses show a 
l o t of difference between the step change i n the control input 
which c a l l s for increasing the tank energy and the step change 
i n the control input which c a l l s for decreasing the energy. 
Most of the work done i n the analysis of PRCs are simi l a r 
to that of SRCs. In PRCs, two d i f f e r e n t modes of operation 
based on the behavior of the output constant current source are 
defined. Each mode i s also subdivided into two modes depending 
on the p o l a r i t y of the capacitor voltage. The c i r c u i t 
equations f o r these modes are written and solved. For c y c l i c 
s t a b i l i t y , equations are solved and matched at some p a r t i c u l a r 
points to f i n d the steady-state time response of the system. 
The four topological modes, A l , B l , A2, and B2 are combined to 
characterize the behavior of PRCs, where three nonlinear 
equations are solved simultaneously to determine the i n i t i a l 
conditions and conduction period for each mode for a p a r t i c u l a r 
switching frequency and output current. Either i n ide a l or 
non-ideal c i r c u i t , the equilibrium points of the system are 
determined by solving these nonlinear equations. 
State-plane technique i s also applied i n the analysis of 
PRCs. This graphical technique provides an insight into the 
complex behavior of the system. The DC c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s are 
e a s i l y shown from the equilibrium t r a j e c t o r i e s on the state 
plane. The large-signal dynamics of the system are i l l u s t r a t e d 
by the response of the system to a step change i n the control 
input. Capacitor-voltage control, frequency control, and 
diode-conduction-angle control are stable control methods for 
PRCs. The transient behavior of PRCs to a control input depend 
on the switching frequency and the load current. 
A new control strategy named Optimal Control i s proposed 
i n t h i s work. Under optimal control, the two states of the 
system are continuously monitored. The control laws are 
established by the d i f f e r e n t modes of operations. The response 
to e i t h e r a small or a large step change i n the control input 
was investigated. The optimal control automatically selects 
the optimum sequence of device conduction under dynamic 
conditions. The transient behavior between two switching 
frequencies are kept to a minimum, which i s e a s i l y seen from 
the response of state t r a j e c t o r i e s on the state plane. Also, 
the system reaches a new steady-state i n a minimum time. The 
optimal control exploits the potential of PRCs to response 
quickly to the demands of control. 
One of the important components of the state p o r t r a i t 
under steady-state operation i s the switching boundary since 
f o r any s p e c i f i c output, a unique switching point can be 
determined. A simple equation has been derived for t h i s 
switching boundary under the assumption of the ideal l o s s l e s s 
c i r c u i t . The evaluation of the needed switching point i s 
e a s i l y accomplished by pre-programming the power converters for 
a d i r e c t solution or by the use of a table look-up procedure. 
State plane analysis r e s u l t i n g from the solving of nonlinear 
equations presents a powerful technique i n the application of 
the analysis of resonant converters. Most of the results are 
obtained numerically which are solved by the IMSL FORTRAN 
subroutine programs. The results obtained are plotted on the 
state plane with capacitor voltage and inductor current as the 
two state variables, which help the engineer design as well as 
predict the performance of the resonant converters for a 
s p e c i f i c a p p l i c a t i o n . 
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APPENDIX A 
S'RC CHARACTERISTICS 
********************************************* 
*********** 
*********** gRC CHARACTERISTICS 
*********** 
************************************************ 
* 
* 
INTEGER N, NSIG, ITMAX, IER, I, J, K 
REAL PAR(8), X(3), FNORM, WK(68), L 
REAL C, R, ZO 
REAL TA, TS, TAUS, TDUS, FS, FSKHZ 
REAL VC1, 10, VCO, VCQ, IQ, VCD, ID 
REAL VCQN, IQN, VCDN, IDN 
REAL NVCQN, NIQN, NVCDN, NIDN 
EXTERNAL FCN 
*************************************************** 
*************************************************** 
* 
* PARAMETERS1 DEF. 
*************************************************** 
10 CONTINUE 
N=3 
NSIG=3 
ITMAX=500 
VE=80.0 
L=50.0E-6 
C=0.3E-6 
W0=SQRT(1/(L*C) ) 
Z0=SQRT(L/C) 
R=0. 3 
ALPHA=R/(2.0*L) 
W=SQRT(WO * * 2-ALPHA* * 2) 
T0=2.0*3.1415962/WO 
F0=1/T0 
*************************************************** 
NORMALIZED OUTPUT & CONTROL INPUT 
20 CONTINUE 
V0=0.5*VE 
DO 211 K=l,4 
FS=(0.5+(K-1)*0.1)*F0 
TS=1/(2.0*FS) 
* 
******* PARAMETERS PASSED TO SUBROUTINE ********* 
PAR(l)=ALPHA 
PAR(2)=W 
PAR(3)=TS 
PAR(4)=VE 
PAR(5)=L 
PAR(6)=C 
PAR(7)=R 
PAR(8)=V0 
*********** GUESS INITIAL CONDITIONS ************* 
X(l)=10.0 
X(2)=-10.0 
X(3)=5.0E-6 
* 
* 
CALL ZSPOW(FCN,NSIG,N,ITMAX,PAR,X,FNORM,WK,IER) 
*********** CONVERGENT VALUES ************ 
I0=X(1) 
VC0=X(2) 
TA=X(3) 
* 
* 
TD=TS-TA 
TDUS=TD*1.0E+6 
TAUS=TA*1.0E+6 
FSKHZ=FS*0.001 
V0N=V0/VE 
WRITE(31/99) FORMAT(5X,'FNORM',5X,' IER',9X,'10'^OX,'VCO', 
C 10X, »TA',9X, 'TD'^OX, 'FS',7X, 'VOUT') 
* 
WRITE(31,199)FNORM,IER,(X(I),1=1,2), 
C TAUS,TDUS,FSKHZ,VON 
199 FORMAT(F12.2,3X,I3,2(2X,F12.4) , 
C 2(3X,F10.4),F10.2,5X,F6.2,/) 
* 
******** PLOTTING STATE TRAJECTORIES ****** 
DO 211 J=l,151 
T=(J-1)*TA/150.0 
VC1=VC0+I0*(L*EXP(-ALPHA*TA)*(-ALPHA*COS(W*TA)+ 
C W*SIN(W*TA)))+ 
C IO*ALPHA*L*EXP(-ALPHA*TA)*(ALPHA*SIN(W*TA)+ 
C W*COS(W*TA))/W+ 
C (VE-VCO-VO)*EXP(-ALPHA*TA)*(-ALPHA*SIN(W*TA)-
C W*COS(W*TA))/W+ 
C (VE-VCO-VO) 
IQ=I0 *EXP(-ALPHA*T)*(COS(W*T)-ALPHA*SIN(W*T)/W) + 
C (VE-VO-VCO)*EXP(-ALPHA*T)*SIN(W*T)/(W*L) 
VCQ=IO*EXP(-ALPHA*T)*SIN(W*T)/ (W*C) -
C (VE-VO-VCO)*EXP(-ALPHA*T)*COS(W*T)-
C ALPHA*(VE-VCO-VO)*EXP(-ALPHA*T)*SIN(W*T)/W+ 
C (VE-VO) 
IQN=IQ*ZO/VE 
VCQN=VCQ/VE 
T2=(J-1)*TD/150.0 
ID= (VE+VO-VC1) *EXP (-ALPHA*T2) *SIN (W*T2) / (W*L) 
VCD=(VE+VO)-(VE+VO-VC1)*EXP(-ALPHA*T2)*COS(W*T2)-
I (VE+VO-VC1)*ALPHA*EXP(-ALPHA*T2)*SIN(W*T2)/W 
IDN=ID*ZO/VE 
VCDN=VCD/VE 
NVCQN=-VCQN 
NIQN=-IQN 
NVCDN=-VCDN 
NIDN=-IDN 
IF (K .EQ. 4) GO TO 204 
IF (K .EQ. 3) GO TO 203 
IF (K .EQ. 2) GO TO 202 
201 WRITE(11,*)VCQN,IQN 
WRITE(12,*)VCDN,IDN 
WRITE(13,*)NVCQN,NIQN 
WRITE(14,*)NVCDN,NIDN 
GO TO 207 
202 WRITE(15,*)VCQN,IQN 
WRITE(16,*)VCDN,IDN 
WRITE(17,*)NVCQN,NIQN 
WRITE(18,*)NVCDN,NIDN 
GO TO 207 
203 WRITE(21,*)VCQN,IQN 
WRITE(22,*)VCDN,IDN 
WRITE(23,*)NVCQN,NIQN 
WRITE(24,*)NVCDN,NIDN 
GO TO 207 
204 WRITE(25,*)VCQN,IQN 
WRITE(26,*)VCDN,IDN 
WRITE(27,*)NVCQN,NIQN 
WRITE(28,*)NVCDN,NIDN 
207 CONTINUE 
211 CONTINUE 
299 STOP 
END 
******************************* 
* SUBROUTINE 
************************************************** 
SUBROUTINE FCN(X,F,N,PAR) 
INTEGER N 
REAL X(N), F(N), PAR(8), K l , K2, K3 
REAL K4, K5, K6, K7, K8 
REAL L, C, R, 10, VCO, TA, VO 
ALPHA=PAR(1) 
W=PAR(2) 
TS=PAR(3) 
VE=PAR(4) 
L=PAR(5) 
C=PAR(6) 
R=PAR(7) 
V0=PAR(8) 
I0=X(1) 
VC0=X(2) 
TA=X(3) 
K1=SIN(W*TA) 
K2=C0S(W*TA) 
K3=SIN(W*(TS-TA)) 
K4=C0S(W*(TS-TA)) 
K5=EXP(-ALPHA*TA) 
K6=EXP(-ALPHA*(TS-TA)) 
K7=VE-VC0-V0 
K8=ALPHA*L 
VC1=VC0+10 * (L*K5 * ( -ALPHA*K2 +W*K1) +K8 *K5 * 
C (ALPHA*K1+W*K2)/W) + 
C K7*(K5*(-ALPHA*K1-W*K2)+W)/W 
F(1)=10+(VE+V0-VC1)*K6*K3/(W*L) 
F(2)=VC0+(VE+V0)-(VE+V0-VC1)*K6*K4-
C (VE+V0-VC1)*ALPHA*K6*K3/W 
F(3)=10 *K2+K7 *K1/(W*L)-10 *ALPHA*K1/W 
RETURN 
END 
APPENDIX B 
PRC CHARACTERISTICS 
******************************* 
******* 
******* p R C CHARACTERISTICS WITH LUMPED LOSSES ******* 
******************************************************* 
* 
* 
INTEGER N, NSIG, ITMAX, IER 
REAL PAR(8), X(3), FNORM, WK(68), L, C 
REAL IBO, VCO, TA, IL, TMODEA, ILN, ZO, R 
REAL IAO, A l , A2, B l , B2, C l , C2, VCPEAK 
REAL TVP, TVP1, TIP, TIP1, WTVP, WTIP 
REAL TMODEAUS, FSKHZ, TBUS, VCN, IN, VCB1 
REAL IB1, VCBN, IBN 
REAL VCA2, IA2, VCAN, IAN, T l , T2, IPEAK 
REAL NVCAN, NIAN, NVCBN, NIBN 
EXTERNAL FCN 
******************************************************** 
* 
* PARAMETERS• DEFINITION 
* 
90 CONTINUE 
N=3 
NSIG=3 
ITMAX=500 
VE=80.0 
L=50.0E-6 
C=0.3E-6 
Z0=SQRT(L/C) 
W0=SQRT(1/(L*C)) 
R=0. 0 
ALPHA=R/(2.0*L) 
W=SQRT(WO * * 2-ALPHA* * 2) 
T0=2*3.1415962/W0 
F0=1/T0 
WRITE(10,99)FO 
99 FORMAT( 1 RESONANT FREQ. = '^10.2,' Hz1,/) 
* 
* 
******************************************************** 
******************************************************** 
* ILN=? 
* 
* 
CONTINUE 
IL=0.5*VE/Z0 
******** SWITCHING FREQUENCY ************ * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
DO 211 K=l,4 
FS=(1.1+(K-1)*0.05)*F0 
TS=1/(2.0*FS) 
PAR(1)=ALPHA 
PAR(2)=W 
PAR(3)=TS 
PAR(4)=VE 
PAR(5)=L 
PAR(6)=C 
PAR(7)=R 
PAR(8)=IL 
* 
* 
******* GUESS INITIAL CONDITIONS ******* 
* 
X(l)=-10.0 
X(2)=14.0 
X(3)=1.0E-6 
CALL ZSPOW(FCN,NSIG,N,ITMAX,PAR,X,FNORM,WK,IER) 
* 
* CALL ZSCNT(FCN,NSIG,N,ITMAX,PAR,X,FNORM,WK,IER) 
IB0=X(1) 
VC0=X(2) 
TA=X(3) 
TMODEA=TS-TA 
TMODEAUS=TMODEA*l.OE+6 * 
FSKHZ=FS*0.001 
ILN=IL*SQRT(L/C)/VE 
* 
* 
WRITE (10,190) 
190 FORMAT(5X,'FNORM',5X,1 IER',9X, 
C 'IBO',10X,'VCO',10X,'T-MB',9X, 
C 'T-MA',10X,'FS',7X,'ILOAD',7X,'IAO') 
IAO= ( (VE-VCO) / (W*L) + (IL-IBO) *ALPHA/W) * 
C SIN(W*TA) *EXP(-ALPHA*TA) + 
C (IBO+IL)*EXP(-ALPHA*TA)*COS(W*TA)-IL 
TBUS=TA*1.0E+6 
WRITE(10,200) FNORM,IER, (X(I) ,1=1,2) , 
C TBUS,TMODEAUS,FSKHZ,ILN,IAO 
FORMAT(F12.2,3X,I3,2(2X,F12.4),3X,FIO.4,3X, 
C F10.4,3X,F10.2,5X,F5.2,4X,F7.2,/) 
DO 211 J=l,101 
T1=TA*(J-1)/100.0 
VCB1=(VE+R*IL)-EXP(-ALPHA*T1)* 
C (VE-VCO+IL*R)*C0S(W*T1)+ 
C ((IBO+IL)/(W*C)-(VE-VCO)*ALPHA/W)* 
C EXP(-ALPHA*T1)*SIN(W*T1)-
C (IL*R**2/(2*W*L))*EXP(-ALPHA*T1)*SIN(W*T1) 
IB1=( (VE-VCO)/(W*L) + (IL-IBO) *ALPHA/W) * 
C EXP(-ALPHA*T1)*SIN(W*T1)+ 
C (IBO+IL)*EXP(-ALPHA*T1)*COS(W*T1)-IL 
VCBN=VCB1/VE 
IBN=IBl*ZO/VE 
NVCBN=-VCBN 
NIBN=-IBN 
T2=TMODEA*(J-l)/100. 0 
VCA2=(VE-R*IL) + (IL*R-VE) * 
C EXP(-ALPHA*T2)*COS(W*T2)+ 
C ((IA0/C-VE*ALPHA+I*R**2/(2*L)-IL/C)/W)* 
C EXP(-ALPHA*T2)*SIN(W*T2) 
IA2= (VE/ (W*L) - (IAO+IL) *ALPHA/W) * 
C EXP(-ALPHA*T2)*SIN(W*T2)+ 
C (IAO-IL)*EXP(-ALPHA*T2)*COS(W*T2)+IL 
VCAN=VCA2/VE 
IAN=IA2*Z0/VE 
NVCAN=-VCAN 
NIAN=-IAN 
IF (K .EQ. 4) GO TO 204 
IF (K .EQ. 3) GO TO 203 
IF (K .EQ. 2) GO TO 202 
201 WRITE(51,*)VCBN, IBN 
WRITE(52,*)NVCBN, NIBN 
WRITE(53,*)VCAN, IAN 
WRITE(54,*)NVCAN, NIAN 
GO TO 207 
202 WRITE(61,*)NVCBN, IBN 
WRITE(62,*)VCBN, NIBN 
WRITE(63,*)NVCAN,IAN 
WRITE(64,*)VCAN, NIAN 
GO TO 207 
203 WRITE(71,*)NVCBN, IBN 
WRITE(72,*)VCBN, NIBN 
WRITE(73,*)NVCAN, IAN 
WRITE(74,*)VCAN,NIAN 
GO TO 207 
204 WRITE(81,*)NVCBN, IBN 
WRITE(82,*)VCBN, NIBN 
WRITE(83,*)NVCAN, IAN 
WRITE(84,*)VCAN, NIAN 
GO TO 207 
207 CONTINUE 
211 CONTINUE 
****** CALCULATIONS OF VCP AND IP ******** 
* 
* 
CONTINUE 
A1=-IL*R*ALPHA+IA0/C+ IL*R*R/(2*L)- IL/C 
B1=-IL*R*W+VE*W-IA0*ALPHA/ (W*C) +VE*ALPHA**2/W 
C -IL*R**2*ALPHA/(2*W*L)+IL*ALPHA/(W*C) 
C1=-A1/B1 
WTVP=ATAN(C1) 
* 
IF (WTVP .LT. 0.0) THEN 
WTVP=WTVP+3.1415962 
END IF 
* 
TVP=WTVP/W 
TVP1=TVP+TA 
VCPEAK=(VE-IL*R) + (IL*R-VE) * 
C EXP(-ALPHA*TVP)*COS(W*TVP)+ 
C (IAO/(W*C)-VE*ALPHA/W)*SIN(W*TVP)* 
C EXP(-ALPHA*TVP)+(IL*R**2/(2*W*L)-IL/(W*C))* 
C EXP(-ALPHA*TVP)*SIN(W*TVP) 
A2=VE/L-(2*ALPHA*IAO) 
B2=-VE*ALPHA/ (W*L) +IAO* ( (IL*ALPHA**2/W) +W) + 
C IL*(W-ALPHA**2/W) 
C2=-A2/B2 
WTIP=ATAN(C2) 
* 
IF (WTIP .LT. O.O) THEN 
WTIP=WTIP+3.1415962 
END IF 
* 
TIP=WTIP/W 
TIP1=TIP+TA 
IPEAK=(VE/(W*L)-(IAO+IL)*ALPHA/W)* 
C EXP(-ALPHA*TIP)*SIN(W*TIP)+ 
C (IAO-IL)*EXP(-ALPHA*TIP)*COS(W*TIP)+IL 
299 CONTINUE 
999 STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE FCN(X,F,N,PAR) 
INTEGER N 
REAL X(N), F(N), PAR(8), K l , K2, K3, K4, K5 
REAL K6, K7, K8, K9, IBO, VCO, TA, IL 
ALPHA=PAR(1) 
W=PAR(2) 
TS=PAR(3) 
VE=PAR(4) 
L=PAR(5) 
C=PAR(6) 
R=PAR(7) 
IL=PAR(8) 
TA=X(3) 
K1=EXP(-ALPHA*TS) 
K2=SIN(W*TA) 
K3=SIN(W*(TS-TA)) 
K4=ALPHA/W 
K5=(ALPHA**2)/(W**2) 
K6=COS(W*TA) 
K7=C0S(W*(TS-TA)) 
K8=EXP(-ALPHA*(TS-TA)) 
K9=EXP(-ALPHA*TA) 
IB0=X(1) 
VC0=X(2) 
TA=X(3) 
F(1) =IBO*(1+K5*K1*K2*K3-K4*K1*K6*K3-
C K4*K2*K7*K1+K1*K6*K7)+ 
C (VE-VCO)*(-K4*Kl*K2*K3+Kl*K2*K7)/(W*L)+ 
C IL*(-K5*K1*K2*K3-K4*K1*K6*K3-2*K8*K7)+ 
C IL*(K4*K1*K2*K7+K1*K6*K7+1)+ 
C VE*K8*K3/(W*L) 
F(2)=VCO*(1-(1/(W*W*L*C))*K1*K2*K3)+ 
C VE*(1-K8*K7+(1/(W*W*L*C))*K1*K2*K3-K4*K8*K3)+ 
C IL*(-R+R*K8*K7+(1/(W*C))*K4*K1*K2*K3)+ 
C IL*((1/(W*C))*Kl*K6*K3-(2/(W*C)-R**2/(2*W*L))*K8*K3)+ 
C IBO*(-K4*K1*K2*K3/(W*C)+K1*K6*K3/(W*C)) 
* 
F(3)=VE+R*IL-K9 *(VE-VCO+IL*R)*K6+ 
C K2*K9*((IBO+IL)/(W*C)-(VE-VCO)*K4-(IL*R**2)/(2*W*L) ) 
RETURN 
END 
